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It b time
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to save; and it is never
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competency

when yon start
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THE AMERICAN is on sale in
\

XOTK—Home Savings Hanks will l»e supplied

Ellsworth at the

on

news

stands of

C. H. Leland and J. A. Thomp-

application.

Single copies, 5
scription price $1.50
son.

cents ; subper year in

advance.

W.

C.

I_MASON,

F.

&

GENERAL INSURANCE.
W.

O.

Dr. E. C. Barrett, of Bluehill, is in Ellsworth to-day.
Miss Leah

Walter A. Smith is home from Bar Haron a short vacation.

bor

EZL-L-S WO RTM.

BUILDING,

George E. Greeley

Mrs.

of the town”

store the -‘talk

will,

we

SATURDAY. MARCH 18,
-ell

an

elegant Sumlav

dinner of

Beef

as

on

pi ices 12e and

is home from

in

an

visit in Massachusetts.

two

past week with erysipelas, is improving.
Miss Emma Fitts is home from Boston
where she has been spending the winter.
Chief-Justice and Mrs. A. P. Wiswell
Monday for a trip to Boston and New
York.
left

15c.)

and

noon

ALSO FOUR SURPRISES.

34

MAIN

vicinity,

where he

Bargains”
They’ll be

THE

DEMAND

*

ELLSWORTH.

BEST.

him

Thursday evening of next week Esoteric
lodge will hold a sociable in Manning
All Masons and

families invited.

Friday evening, March 31, the senior
class of the high school will give the junior
class a reception in Masonic hall, Htate
street.

V

Rev.

W. Collins, of Portland,
this city, was in Ellsworth a
last week, the guest of Rev. J. 1)

Charles

formerly
few’ days

"The
take:

no

-

substitute:!

of

Mrs. Frank D. Perkins, who has

seriously ill, has
ment.

Finn entered upon his

duties Mon

The

subject

discussed

was

“Old

hear

The Senator Hale hose

has
company
rubber coats and hat*

iUmn'.iccmrnU.

the

GENUINE

Our Infant’s Foods are always frr--.li
We
make
a
them fresh.

The Famous anti Reliable

M I A N U S
outsells them all iu

Maine.

high
Wi'l-boties.

in

Fully guaranteed,
quality.

been

Mrs. A.

few weeks

a

ALL THE BEST

INFANT’S FOODS.
Our stock includes all the best Infant’s Fuo s. liaby gets “none but
the best” at

MI AH US MOTOR WORKS, Utt-33 Portland Pier.
OHTUXU,

Al

AIMi,

Moore’s

Drug Store,

CORNER 0??. P0ST0FFIGE.
ELL8WOBTI1,

shops vary greatly in strength, so that
the

but

i

chemist

a

analysis can use

acid residuum. A little too much
an

alkaline

soapy taste left.

or

is

j

pure, sweet, wholesome food which can be eaten
without discomfort by those of most delicate
The

digestion.

Royal

wife amounting to

saves

more

labor to the house-

than its cost.

Masonic hall, State street, Friday evening.
thirty couples were present, and

ago.

_

About

spent

pleasant evening

a

dancing

in

cards.
The March committee of the

give

will

dancing

a

Fellows

and

Tuesday, March 21, at Lygonia
Unity club Sociable by Lygonia lodge, F. and
party at

and whist

All Masons and families

Thursday

hall

maim-;.

EVENTS.

COMING

evening,
March 23. During the evening the farce,
“Wooing Under Difficulties,” will be pre-

Odd

Thursday,

March

hall—

M.

A.

|

invited.

23, at Odd Fellows hall

aoui'rtisnnnxts.

sented.

SOMET things

WILL 1)0:

good hot water bottle, once regarded
esas a hospital appliance, is now
teemed a household necessity—especially where there are children or aged
Hot water
persons in the family.
A

Blanche G. Webber and Charles E.
Keisor, of Ellsworth Falls, were married
at the Mtehodist parsonagi; by Rev. J. P.
Si monton Saturday
evening. Mr. and
Mrs. Keisor have gone to housekeeping at
Miss

.Save lots of suffering—save lots of expense. A good, stout, new hot water
bottle (2-qt. size) made of good, white
rubber, 50c., 75c and $1.

ParciTApottaar?

G. A.

decided in the United States
Portland Monday. Kin left Portland for Boston Monday evening where he
will remain a few days before returning to
Ellsworth.

ELLSWORTH.

the inaugural parade at Washington,
March 4. The .4rmy and Naoy Journal
‘*The New Yorkers received a tursays:
moil of deserved applause all along the
route.”

illness

after two weeks’

lo

st

home

r

was

UNDERTAKER,

on

BL1> WORTH.

A
Mrs. X. A.
dinner for 25c.
Moore, Water Street, Kllswortli.
Rooms formerly occupied by P. 8. Bowdeo.

Meals and Lunches at all hours.

horse

from

n

animal

came

good

J.,

r

WM.

idently iut< nded to turn
street, but misjudged his speed and
tame down on the sidewalk.
Signs and
gutt* ra were flying in every direction for
The large window' in
minutes.
a few
Whiting Bros*.’ store was broken by the
He cleared
sled attatched to the horse.
in

front of L.

ith

only

a

damaged

The
the

The school

Hazel Know It on and
The deflate:
me re

w

ill

be read

that

education

(

Continued

on

page 5.)

offer

AUK.

a

your money,

quick

“Now

j

and golden

gay

come

tl.O

Tulips,

ME.

too, and Lilies.

Ellsworth

Greenhouse

Lon2 Distance Tele; !*-

Exchange

has just received a carload of GRAIN and FLOUR.
until you have got our prices. And while you aro
here, just look over our stock of GHOCEUI1JS.

DON'T BUY

,

PRESSED

by

by

is'

beneficial than wealth w’ill be dis-

me.

Daffodils”—

eyes an advertisement catches
dollars it is worth.

more

more

Harvey H. Jordon.

Resolved

prob-

•‘Snap!'*

I

me see

The Farmers’

harness.

paj>er

ROCKLAND.

WHARF.

riLSON’S

W

The last exereises of the present term
will b- held at the high school Friday
Musical seleetons will be
afternoon.
rendered by Edith I<ord, Marie Hurley,
and
Master Young.
Edna Springer
Current event* w ill tie read by Walter A.
Jordan, and a speech by Milton Beck-

will

Main St., Ellsworth.

Dea'er in Duck, Bolt-Rope and all
used in maklug
kinds uf Trim ini ii
sail*. Everything to work with.

Jordan's store and continued on his mad
flight alone. |He was filially captured
w

Let

FARROW,

S Ai L.-IV1 A K El R.

in Frank-

hi'1- If from the sled

public

ESTABLISHED IMP.

up-river made things
•at Mcmday afternoon,
tearing down the street

i

But

10 liars, 25c.
“
40
SI.

RESTAURANT.

Charles

sons

prices.

splendid laundry
article, at the following deepcut prices:

afternoon,

A., of Bar
of EUaworth.
Tb» funeral was held Tuesday afternoon,
Inter|{«
P A. A. Kiltam officiating.
ment was at Woodbine cemetery.
<»n, and two

much

to trade with

time

SOAP,

pneumonia.

of

the

cash,

This

native of

a

so

selling groceries

under the usual

Another

JORDAN,

Ellsworth
and had always made her home here. Her
She
,-t>and died several years ago.
I'-hm'H one daughter Mrs. M. A. Gray, of
Weaver

am

of my
because (

some

competitors feel,

ably prefer

W.

Alexander J. Weaver,
Saturday

'1 hat’s the way

tle
L.

in

OVVad

Hares.”
don’t you care!
As long aa
I am willing to sell for so lit-

Brig.-Gen. George Moore Smith, a
brother of M. S. Smith, of this city, commanded the first brigade, third division, of
the national guards, consisting of the New
York, Rhode Island and Vermont troops,

street

March

Earaches, dissipate
Chills, stimulate Digestion, banish
Insomnia, warm cold beds, comfort
cold feet, thaw frozen water pipes.

was

as

stop

Cramps,

court at

Main

“Mad

bottles will relieve Neuralgia, lessen
Rheumatic I’ains, reduce Inflammation, help Stomach troubles, cure

me rails.

A

a

Hot Water Bottle

course.

with.

low in cost,

an

*

compounded by expert chemists
who determine by analysis the quality of all
ingredients and admit none but the most highly
refined. The result of its work is accordingly

Royal

lin

—absolutely fresh.
specialty of supplying

GASOLINE ENGINES,

of tartar

»

an

EDISON

ELLSWORTH.

remaining.

cream

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.t NEWJTORK.
Monday. She will spend a few
weeks in Ellsworth, before going to Bar
ELLSworth falls.
■—Dancing and whist party by the Unity
Harbor for the spring and summer.
club. Admi ;sion, 15c
On Friday, March 24, Grand High Priest
Falls’
of
Ellsworth
David T Bonsey, one
Thursday, March 23, at Manning hall
William M. Howe, of Portland, will make
of
his
oldest citizens, died at the home
All Maaoxnj
Sociable by Esoteric lodge.
Acadia R. A. chapter an official visit.
Ladi?s wi'l pleas3
son, Horace Bonsey, last Saturday, aged and families invited.
The Royal Arch degree will be worked. A
were
furnish
Ti
50
cents
cake.
per coup!*,
kefs,
eighty-four years. Funeral services
banquet will be served at 6 o’clock.
held Tuesday afternoon, Rev. J. P. Simon- extra ladies, 25 cents.
W.
Mace and Galen S. Snow ton officiating. Mr. Bonsey is survived by
Hervey
'fltifarrtisfnuim'
His wife died several years
gave a party to several young friends in three sons.

I

with Mr. Edison’s

FRANKLIN ST.,

cr an

and soda bought from

alkali in

there is

;

Mrs. D. Shirley Norris, who has been
spending the winter in Boston, arrived

mm| A

Staples, Sm ith& Moody
an

and

The annual supper of St. Joseph’s Catholic society will be given next Friday evening in Odd Fellows hall. The usual sale
bf aprons, candy, etc., will also be held.
Supper will be served at 6 o’clock.

B«

Testament Heights”.

recently purchased
Don’t judge the Phonograph by what you for the entire company, also for the chief
engineer. The coats arc attar bed to th«
have heard—the imitations or old styles—
but go to

The

alkali

after

for treat-

accompanied by

was

K. Cushman, who will spend
in Boston visiting friends.

Mr

The Woman’s Alliance of the I'nitarian
church met at the parsonage this after

EDISON SZ RECORDS

PHONOGRAPH,
latest improvements.

She

gone to Boston

The death of Mrs.

day night.

noon.

Powder

acid

is

soda, and there is

City Marshal John H. Bilvy has
appointed Edward T. Finn night watch- upper

Taste Teles.”

there

W. King, who has been in New York
and Boston on business, is expected home
this week.
While in Massachusetts he
visited his daughter Grace, a sophomore at

O’Brien.

man.

soda,

them in the proper proportions to obtain a neutral result. A little too much cream of tartar,

This

evening.

Mm. D. Yeaton, of Bluebill, is seriously
ill with pneumonia at the home of her
nephew, A. J. Weaver, on Main street.

hall.

and

Good Will council, J. O. U. A. M., has
received from the manager of the orphans’
home in Tiffin, Ohio, a letter o-f thanks
for the council’s recent contribution to
that institution.

who has bean

uaueocKjureei

of tartar

no one

of M.

son

cream

an

;

way,

with

either

the food.

last

was

evening.

Smith,

fashioned

Baking
nor

Several young ladies of Ellsworth have
organized a charity club with the intention of meeting at the different homes at
least once a week and sewing for the destitute and needy.

raising food in the

old

leaves neither acid

C. Smith, of this
The missionary meeting of the Congreemployed in Bath, has gational church was held yesterday with
Mrs. A. H. Joy. The next meeting will
gone to Pasco, Washington.
John W. Paris, wife >nd daughter, of be held with Mrs. F. W. Hollins next
Sedgw ick, were the guests of Mrs. Etta Tuesday, March 21. Dr. Mary L. Burnham is expected to be present.
Condon on Sunday and Monday.
Eng Kin, the Chinese laundryman, will
Mrs. L. F. Giles entertained sixteen labe allowed to remain in the United States.
dies at progressive whist at her home on
Fred

city,

&H1AYNES,

STREET,

Royal

business.

on

Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Whitcomb are reThat's way below the “bottom price” you will find quoted
ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
Don't
anywhere else on such ehoiee meat.
delay ordering. son, born Saturday.

FLOYD

In

Charles W. Campbell has been selected
by the faculty of the University of Maine
as one of the eight speakers for the junior
Whiting Bros, are having a large refrig- exhibition, who are chosen from those
follows:
erator put in their store and other imhaving the highest rank throughout the
Pembroke and

week

provements made.
Mrs. Calvin P. Joy entertained a group
of h r lady friends last Saturday after-

We will also have four special “Unadvertised
in our grocery department on next Saturday.
well worth coming for 1 Don’t miss ’em!

so

Killam has returned from

Rev. P. A. A.

per ib.

iOc

8c and
(regular

Roast

were

work the first degree
candidates this evening.
Mrs. P. B. Day, who has been ill the

Now Everybody Eat Beef!
our

Ells-

Lygonia lodge will
on

To make

in

was

D. H. Tribou and F. T. Doyle
Boston last week on business.

extended

I
V

home

vacation.

L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor,
worth Friday on business.

TAPLEV,

General Insurance, Real Estate, Investments
BANX

Friend is home from York

spring

for the

STREET. ELLSWORTH. ME.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN

back

Wellesley college.

MAINE.

....

thp

on

t

cannot

A.

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT f*«»ST-*iKKICE.

No

ELLSWORTH,

effect October. 10, 1904

From WEST—7-16
From East—11 ht

Savings Bank,

j

lettered

|

I

f

Joseph W. Nealley, who has been seriously ill the past two weeks, is, his many
Whiting Bros-Meats, groceries, vegetables, friends will be glad to learn, out of
Boii', dry goods, mo.
F 11 Osgood—Groceries and canned goods.
danger and is rapidly recovering.

guarantee

times;

be
snap hooks, and
removed.
Each coat

and numbered

Next Tuesday evening Lygoniia lodge
will hold a sociable in its hall- on State
street. Dancing and cards. All; Masons
and families are invited.

AT ELLSWORTH POST OFFICE.

Hancock

is

before the members of the Ellsworth high school.

[’•ar Harbor:
T F Moran—Sell your farm.
PORTLAND 51 e:
Equitable Life Assurance 9ociety— Insurance
iducMiion.

No

{
{

easily and quietly

China

—

early or too late to begin
mo’fe in the wrong direction

a

—

ENTERKD AM FBCOND-CLASS MATTER
AT T1K *'T I P WORTH POSTOP PICE.
*4uut« u»t

day, April 13.
Last Friday afternoon I)r. Mary.L. Burnham delivered an interesting Idcture on

**

It is never too

later years.

absolute

■

)

can

fret lost.
The rehearsals of the Ellsworth festival
chorus have, owing to illness among the
members, been discontinued until Thurs-

Exec notice—Est Susan W Hardy.
County commissioners’ notice
Exec notice— Est Mary A Pond.
"
Est John Clement.
"
—Joseph H Gillcv.
"
—Esl Flcrll* It Go»t.
Adtrr notice Est Edmond I, Young.
*'
—Est John W Malone.
Kst (leuhcn W Smltu.
—Est Daniel Cough.
"
—K«t Miles T Kavanagh.
—Est Alduall WcCa-dln.
Probate notice— Bat Joseph W Wood et als.
G II Hardman—Cult for sale.
Statement-Tnc .ASma Indemnity Co.
•las H McCuliotn Vitae ore.
It 11 Mayo-Sheriff’s sale.
G A Parcher
Apothecary,
w u Parker Clothing Co-Clothing.
KG Moore—Apothecary.
Patrick Kearns—Groceries and fruits.
Plot d A II yne*—Meats, fish anti groceries.
—

substantial

a

hose cart with

they

Where’s Your
“Nest Egg?”

i

ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 16, 1906.

ADVAMCR.

F.

1

WEST

END

HAY

the ton or 100-weight.

H.

OSGOOD,

BRIDGE,.

ELLSWORTH.

CHRISTIAN

jVlmyrr

EDITED BT

Slcctlns Topic For the Wtel
B«Rinnins March It).
Its

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Glorifying God in our daily
.Work -Matt, v, 13-16; Rom. xil, 11.
••What I write here is for the glory
erf God.” This is the opening sentence
krf the autobiograpliy of John G. l’amissionary to the New Hebrides,
(Whose thrilling story of carrying the
feross to the New Hebrides cannibals
For
electrified the Christian world.
more than twenty years he had been
Importuned to tell the world of his

(ton.

experiences, but steadily refused. characterizing tiie idea as ‘•savoring too much of self.” But at last.
,convinced that this narration might
be of use to the church of God and
hence for His glory, lie undertook it.
emphasising the fact ;i at it was written for tiie glory of Gv»d by adding, “I
lift my pen with that motive l the glory
:.*•
n
For
of God | m
my heart.**
the glory of God l.e had undertaken his
|missionary labors, and for the glory of
God he iv. iewed them to the world.
Man's supreme business in this lift
This is his voca
is to glorify God.
-itions.
lie may have many av
tion.
>a>uld have the
but the ■■■riling whi.
supreme pi.ne in his life is that «»:'
,living for the glory of God. “Man's
chief end is to gi
y <: d and to enjoy
Him forever." “Let us .hear the con
elusion of the whole matter. Fear God
,and keep His commandments, for this
But if the
is the whole duty of m.
ftupreuie duty of man is the glorifying
of God we must glorify God in our
daily lives. Life is not a succession of
jSabbaths, but the sum of the endeavOut of seven days
ors of every day.
Therefore
is but one Sabbath.
the man who limits his religion to the
Sabbath day falls six-sevenths short
|Ctf making it the supreme business of
his life to glorify God.
Religion between Sundays is as imporWe serve
tant as religion on Sunday.
iGod and glorify Him by faithfulness in
(business and by fervency in spirit in
(discharging the most routine duties of
The statesman should legislate
'life.
the business man dire ; his busiu<*s
1
the agent buy and sell, the tradesman
the student study, the home life
;be lived for the glory of G »J.
unusual

■

■

[there

[labor,

ueu we can wrue

<■

r

cry

act o

ou the Sail
hath
week day, “What I do Is
[tor the glory of God." we shall have
resided the point where our religion
.means what it should mean in view of
the inspired injunction,
“Whether,
ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do, ao all to the glory of God."
Glorifying God in daily life is tie
best sermon that can bo preached. Observant men will see not only our good
works, hut also the propelling inotiv
back of them, and they. too. will be lei
to glorify not you. but God. "What
to your sermon converted me? Noth

life, whether performed
or ou a

[therefore,

tog.

answered

a

questioned inquire;.

■

preserve. Light was not
made to be hidden.
It was made to
■bine.
Do you possess the grace of
God that will season and preserve the
world morally and spiritually? Use it.
IHave you the light of Christ in your
bean? Then let it shine, and let !•
■hlnc every day.
The world neeo4aUy preservation and daily light.
•easou and to

BIBLE READINGS.

Ps. xxxiv, 1: xcii, 1-3: cxlv. 1-11:
See!, xii, 13; Matt. vi. 11: John xv, !■;
Acts xvii, 10-12; I Cor. x. 31; Col. id.
■IT; Eph. vi, 1-9.
Rndeavor Amnnv

the

DUrlplti.

encouraging—indeed, a trijtonphant— report is made by Rev. R.
IB. Waggeiter. national superintendent
very

Motto:

Helpful

j

Trip to Arlington Oniotery.
LAMOINE, FEB. 11, 1905.
'/o the Editor of The American:
One of the most interesting and impressive places I visited while away was
Arlington. It is one of our national cemeteries, situated on the Potomac river opposite Washington, and is devoted to the
sacred care of the nation’s dead.
We left Washington on the electric cars
which cross Long bridge to the Virginia
side every half hour. The oar was crowded
with sight-seers bound lor different places
of interest, some for Alexandria, others
for Washington’s burial-place at Mount
Vernon.
My husband and I were the
only ones who were going to Arlington

This Statement Has Been Unjustly Made, Because
Modest Women Evade Questions Asked By
Male Physicians.

T’

m»,I

.■dllor.J

WINTER HARBOR.
The W'inter Harbor W. C. T. II.
held a
France* Willard memorial
meeting in the
Baptist church Feb. 19. The i»stor, Mr,
Mayo, gave a pleasing address on the
and work of Miss Willard. Good
music
and appropriate recitations formed au
attractive feature of the occasion.
we
sometimes
Though
hear of cases of
intoxication, wc have no saloons to light

li'|e'

Heights.
After reaching the Virginia side we rode
the river to the north for nearly two
miles. When the gateways of Arlington

GIVE THEM NOW.

If you have gentle words and looks, my friends.
To spare fog me—if you have tears to shed
That 1 have suffered, keep them not, I pray,
Until I hear not, see not, being dead.

were

The

air, while yet I breathe it,

sweet

for

The afternoon

no

fragrance

to

me.

/ \A1rs JM.Farmet

©t

was

given

by

a

cine has done for me.
Three years ago I bail inflammation of the
ovaries and uloers on my womb. 1 was under
the doctor’s care for about three months, and
the only time I was not in pain was when
under the influence of morphine. The doctor
finally said I never would be better, and
would be an invalid the r»*t of my lift*. I had
given up in despair, but one evening I came
across one of vour advertisements ami decided
to write you for advice.
I did so and commenced to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I began to
improve at once,
and to-day I am a well woman, ami I know
it is all due to your advice and medicine.

There can be no more terrible ordeal
a delicate, sensitive, refined woman
than to be obliged to answer certain
questions when those questions are
asked, even bv her family ph}'sician
This is especially the case with unmarried women.
to

con-

it.» She writes:

me

is encouraging, and wc trust
that
the influence of the W. C. T. U. ja
not
altogether without good effect.

PRESS SI PT.

Is it any wonder, then, that women
Mrs. J II. Farmer of 2809 Elliott
continue to suffer and that doctors
fail to cure female diseases when they Avenue, St. Louis, Mo., writes:
cannot get the proper information to Dear Mrs. Pinkhamr—
I cannot thank vou enough for what vour
work on ?
advice and medicines have dune for me.
This is the reason why thousands and They have done me more good than all the
thousands of women are now corre- do»*tors I ever liad.
For the last eight years I have suffered
sponding with Mrs. Pinkham. To her
with female troubles; was very weak; bad
they can and do give every symptom, nervous
prostration, and could not do my
so that she really knows more about
work;but I ain happy tosnv Lydia E. Pinkthe true condition of her

dear friend

also says:
If I should visit Maine in June how nice it
would be if the reunion should be In June also;
perhaps 1 might be able to go. I ha-e been
1
hoping they would have a membership pin
should certainly want one—I should etl very
proud to be able to wear one. I think I haven’t
anything very new in the receipt line, but there
are some things that have be^n a help to me.
So I will pass them along to you. In cold
wea'her, when steam is unpleasant through the
house, 1 cook my brown-bread in a small pail
set in another with water in it; cover them both

patients,
through her correspondence with them
than the physician who personally

ham’s Vegetable Compound has made a
different woman of me.
I am in jierfect
health and have gained in
weight from 9$
pounds to 122 pounds.’

If you suffer from any form of trouble
peculiar to women, write at once to
Mrs. Pinkham. Lynn, Mass., and she
will advise you free of charge.
The fact that this great boon, which
is extended freely to women by Mrs.
Pinkham, is appreciated, the thousands of letters received by her prove.
Many such grateful letters as the following are constantly pouring in.

No other medicine in the world has
received such widespread and unqualified endorsement. No other medicine
has such a record for actual cures of
female ills as has Lydia E. Pinkham's

questions them.

sirs,

ask

pinunam s

auyicc

Vegetable Compound.

Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
write her for advice.
She haa
guided thousands to health. Addresa,
Mass.
Lynn,
to

a woman

Best tmlerstands

add

wore

numerous

grey

old oaks.
up broad stone steps, each
ide enough to lake tw o steps on, for a
quarter of a mile, w ith the broad driveway on one side, until we came to the old
mansion. Immediately we were greatly
impressed with the beauty of the spot and
the deep significance of its purpose.
Standing upon the portico of this historic house, we looked out upon the famous scene spread before us-just below us
the Potomac rolled quietly along, while

K Woman's Ills.

We walked

w

beyond
w

it

was

city

the

Potato

Kxpertinents in liM>4.
The Maine agricultural experiment station is now mailing bulletin 112 which contains

account of storage experiments
rotting of potatoes due to late
blight; experiments with dry Bordeaux

mixture and soluble
a

il

iwnn

iiuu

a

hvjvwi

iiiiiif*

ivi

vrcivu

and possibly for twelve.
Should any whist player of experience
pet such a hand, however, he will be
mighty apt to be as suspicious as the
poker player who is dealt four kings.
It is what is known as a “yarborough” in whist circles, and this is the
denouement: The dealer bolds the other seven hearts (trumps) and six small
clubs to the ten. The dealer’s partner
holds the ace and queen of clul>s and
What his other ten
one small club.
cards are makes no difference.
The partner of the person holding
I the good hand holds the thirteen other
cards, and it makes no difference what
they are. The “good” hand has the
lead, and if any whist player wishes to
verify the assertion he may try from
now until doomsday and yet not be
able to take more than six tricks with
It is impossible by good,
the hand.
bad or indifferent play to take a single
trick more, provided, of course, the
dealer and his partner play their hands
properly.—Baltimore Sun.
tricks

sure

Annual

Whipping Dara.

Canterbury school in England had an
annual whipping day, when, as Green
tells us, an all round whipping was
given to the boys not for any definite
fault on their part, but with a view to
their general improvement. Canterbury
was not singular in the belief that a
sound birching now and then was in
itself a good thing for boys. The idea
was commonly held in the old scholastic world and was regularly acted upon
by the most famous head masters,
from Dean Colet to Dr. Keate. Erasmus says ho was flogged on this principle. and Charles Lamb found it to be
the practice at Christ’s hospital.

preventive

of

Bordeaux mixture

blight;

and

as

experiments

fertilizers for potatoes.
that the inflection of the
potatoes with the fungus which produces
rot occurs chiefly if not entirely in the
field before digging; that the infection is
usually the result of diseased vines, and
that in the majority of cases the disease is not transmitted directly from the
vine but indirectly through the soil. Potatoes may be infected directly in the field
from spores introduced in the land the
with home mixed
It

|

ty good:
Hearts.—Ace, king, queen, jack, ten
and nine.
Diamonds.—Ace, king and queen.
Spades.—Ace and king.
Clubs.—King and jack.
Hearts are trumps.

an

the

on

j

was

found

preceding year.
The experiments

at this station agree
with those at the Vermont station in
showing that where the vines have or have
not been protected with Bordeaux mixture, there is far less liability of loss from
ratting in the cellar in the case of late dug

early dug potatoes.
experiments with dry Bordeaux

than of
The

mix-

Bordeaux mixture show
these both to be less effective as a prevenof
tive
blight and subsequent rot than
the regular Bordeaux mixture.
ture and soluble

j

Details

of

experiments

upon

several

of potatoes grown by the use of
home mixed fertilizers are given, and the
results are discussed. Suggested formulas
for home mixing given in bulletin 107 cf
the station are referred to.
This bulletin(112) will be sent free to all
residents of Maine who apply to the agricultural experiment station, Orono. In
writing please mention this paper.

acres

capitol, and
Washington

above them all

towered the

j
|

monument.

But the sentiment of the spot

California.
are on tale at
reduced
every clay In the year from all point*
I Ion
Tla Ute Chic i*o,
Pacific A NorthVVetstern
a. so
Line,
colonist
one-way
ticket* arc on sale
dally March 1 u> May
$31.00
from
15, only
Chicago, with com*,
•ponding]}- low rate* from all point*.
Daily and personally conducted etcor.
•Ion* in through Pullman Tourist
»ieep.
ing car*
Only $7 00 double
erth froa
‘■end
four cent* for
Chicago
booklet*,
full Information
to
map* and
w.
u,
KoUkern, P. T. 51 C. A N. W. By C hicago,
-Advt.
to

trip ticket*

rate*

Washington,

of

was even

—____

impressive than the beauty of its
surroundings. Here we were standing on
the portico of one of the noblest speci-

To Cure a Cold In Our Day
Take LAX * »IVK tiflOMo QUININE Tablet*
All drugglH* refund the money If It (*l * to cur*,
i1. V\
oitui's rlif it.nii.rt 1» ot. earn u>\
j.y

more

men* of
a
Virginian manor house of a
Beside these tall pillars
century ago.
great men have gathered and looked upon
this same scene that held us in admiration.
To this spot came the Father of his country, while yet the old manor house was

The present

built by
George Washington Curtis, grandson of
Here
in
his old age
Martha.Washington.
came Lafayette, and here until the
openof
the
Civil war lived the Lees, the deing
scendants of Curtis, the builder. From its
doors went forth Robert E. Ix-e to assume
command of the Confederate forces, and to
its doors came the advance of that army of
deliverers who marched to the defense of
Washington.
During the war it was
mansion

United

purchased by

States

for a
government
national cemetery. How well it has been
cared for, and how largely Arlington has
been used, is shown by the neatly trimmed
terraces, the lawns, the flower beds, the
splendid trees and the shafts of marble
and granite. Almost at our feet were
resting those great heroes of the Civil war
—Sheridan, the general, and Porter, the
admiral.
All about us we read names famous in
the great struggle to save the Union; and
farther out where the shaded grounds
stretch away towards the fort are
camped
in the bivouac of the dead thousands of
private soldiers, victims of the battlefield
and hospital. The round
summer-house,
grandly styled the Temple of Fame, was
the
by
amphitheatre upon which were
seen the world-famous
names-Washington, Lincoln, Grant and Farragut. In the
close
beside are gathgranite sarcophagus
ered the bones of 2,211 unknown dead.
We walked back of the Arlington house
through the oldest part of the cemetery.
Along the driveway to the right were
many beaut if ul monuments
of a low kind;

mostly

mounds

Farther
the

were
on

main

in all

styles,

many of the
decked with lovely flowers.

we came

road.

I

to

a

gateway close to

could

not resist the
desire to go outside and walk in this road
of Virginia. A very pretty view of the
country may be had here; on the right are

A

Guaranteed Core for Piles.
Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Protrodlng Plli
Druggists refund money It Pazo OINTMK’
falls

to cure

WomenVWoes.

was

camp, headquarters and
In 1864 the property was

the

fBcbiral.

Grateful

the barracks and fort, while to the left
and in front are southern farm house*.
Continuing our course to the left we followed the cemetery around to a large lot
where private soldiers are buried. Each
grave is marked by a headstone. The cemetery is like a large park with graves for
I flower beds. All the men who lie buried
An Kpieurc In Condiment.
here in this place marched from their
It was in the dining-room of a country
homes more than forty years ago, never to
hotel, the Chicago Record Herald says,
return.
and the brisk waitress held a glass pitcher
We went into Arlington house where the
above some steaming buck wheat cakea she
lady in attendance allowed us to enter but
had placed before the guest from town.
two rooms, one a very roomy one over“Sir’p?” she asked.
“If you please.”
looking the Potomac. A plan of the dif“Will you have it raound and raound, or ferent burial places on the wall enables
in a puddle?”
one to locate
accurately any place in the
“Beg pardon?”
grounds.
“Kaound and raonnd, or in a puddle?”
“I—I—in a puddle, I think.”
as
Lingering
long as we could in this
The golden stream began its sticky de- beautiful
place, we were reminded Anally
scent oo the centre of the cakes, and as
she poured, the waitress included the that the sun was leaving us and night was
guest and her work in one friendly con- coming on; so we took a reluctant farewell of this place, feeling well
templative glance.
repaid for
“Some prefers it raound and raound,
our afternoon’s visit.
but I like it best in a puddle myself,” she
As
we
were
crossing Long bridge on our
said, graciously, as she shat off the stream
of syrup with a dexterous turn of her way back to Washington
my husband told
wrist.
me that forty-two years
ago last September be marched across this famous
bridge
Dream and Despair.
with his regiment on their way to
If I were only bolder,
Maryland
to
intercept Lee’s army.
To her I then should swear
MRS.
DANIEL Y. M’FARLAND.
My dawn Is her white shoulder.
My dusk her ebon hair;
My day, my night.
Itchlaess of the skin, horrible
plague. Most
My whole delight.
everybody afflicted In one way or another.
My dream and my despair?
Only one safe, never falling cure.
Doan’s
Such beauty seems to fold her
Ointment. At any drug store, 50 cents_Advl.
Forever fresh and fair.
Between the dawn, her shoulder,
And dusk that i* her hair;
Every family should have Its hoeseho’d
medicine chest, and the drst hotlle In It should
Her soft eyes are
be
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
Each one a star.
8prup, nature’s
remedy tor coughs and colds.—Adct.
My dream and my despair I
So let my love be told her,
And let my faith declare
Dawn sparkles on her shoulder.
Dusk hovers in her hair.
And each lip shows
For me a rose—
My dream and my despair I

I.om K»>»

Round

ith its public buildings, the dome of the

hospital.

the word of praise; It makes your heart hound
with new life.
Now if 1 am going to be praised 1 want U
while I am alive, not after I have “shuffled off
this mortal coll**. What say you? Hut a word
of praise now and then does do some people
lots of good. We all know that It Is not for
worldly opinion, the wording end striving for
We are very glad to hear from you
again, those around us lu this life of which we are a
Eunice. Thanks for the poem and letter.
small part; and yet how natural it Is for all to
Aunt Jana sent the same suggestion about
expect a word once in u while front our Johns
cooking brown-bread, and I place it here; to lighten our many cares; for the good * ook
Dear SUterw:
says: “Bear ye one another's burdens."
1 want to tell you something about steaming
Susan, we can imagine what a nice time you
brown-bread which a friend of mine told me not are having among your fruit and flowers while
an
1
ano,
almost
we
long
think she belongs to »he
are nearly burled In snow, and you would
M. B. C-, but am not quite sure. 1 have
always need some good fur mittens If you were here
thought it a real bother to steam brown bread and a coat of the same kind.
and fce* p it on top of the stove and keep the
Meb, If you go away, please give us an
kettle from gett'ng dry, Ac. So she told me a account of your trip.
new way which is this
Erne Stine, hope you will have a chance to fry
Take a ten-pound lard pail and fill it partly your doughnuts unmolested next time.
full of water, mix up your brown-bread and
Will send a few recipes and will eav to all
I
put
in a five pound lard pail ora coffee can; set your good-bye and best wi&hea for the year 1905.
small pall in the larger one, and put the cover
At:st Emma.
on both palls and put In the
oven, and you will
AUNT MADGE.
have nothing more to do to it until wanted,
except to keep a fire. It comes out delicious. 1
tried a pudding that way the other day, aud it
AN ODD WHIST HAND.
came out fine.
It was such a help to me that I
wanted all of the sisters to know it. No more
It Looks I.Ike a Sore Winner, bat
this time. Will tell you something else when I
Can Take Only Six Trleka.
write again.
iUMT Jasa.
To any one familiar with whist the
When you get time, tell us that “somefollowing hand is bound to look pretthing else”.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR Y
The Ys met at the home of the
president, Miss Grace Uarroll, March 3. Interest in the study of the Maine
prohibitory
law is as great as ever. Two new
members
were added.
The next meeting will he at the home of
Mrs. Louise Freeman, March 17.

grand old trees,
have been here so

under the

Mrs.Ella Lee. Frankfort!, Ind.,writes:
Dear M re. Pink ham:—
1 want to thank yon for what
your medi-

gard

“This poem
(who died a
few months ago).
She said it expressed
her feelings. After her death I could not
help thinking of the words of the poem,
so much was done at her funeral, though
she had very little while living.” Eunice
tained in

which

squirrels running about without fear, ns
no one is allowed to mol st them: they
find abundant supply of food for winter

^Mrs. Ella

An eminent physician says that
“Women are not truthful; they will lie
to their physician.”
This statement
should be qualified; women do tell the
but
not the whole truth, to a
truth,
male physician, but this is only in reto those painful and troublesome
disorders peculiar to their sex.

departed days.

to remember the lesson

There

many years.

M. B. Friends:
It has been a long time since we heard
from ‘‘Eunice", but last week I received a
nice letter from her, and the above poem
she sent to be used for the column if I
thought it suitable. And I am sure it is
us

inviting

fine and sunny,

] ath took us among
many of them oaks that

Dear

well for

was

our

And kindly tears, though they fall thick and
fast.
And words of praise, alas’ can not avail
To lift *he shadows from a life that’s past.

impart

and

pleasant

pleasant.

loving looks, though frausht with tender

And rarest blossoms, what can they suffice.
Offered to one who can no longer gare
Upon their beauty ? Flowers in coffins liid

so

the paths and walks that we chose to
w'alk rather? than go about in a carriage.
The climb up the slope was easy and
were

If you have flowers to give—fair Illy buds.
Pink roses, daisies (meadow-stars that be
Mine own dear namesakes), let them bloom and

For

reached,

Column.

of Interest lo workers In other
part» of the
county. We would like this to be a
tlvecolumn
but It needs some effort on the pert or tv.
i:
U. women to make U so. It Is e column ot thw.
makliie, not ours, and will he what they
t.
Items ami eommunlcatlons should be shoo
nd arc, of course, subject to approval or

along

Apple Bolls—One cup of sweet milk,
Wf Christian Endeavor among the Discup
sugar, in cup buuer, 2 cups flour, 1* cups
ciples of Christ.
chopped apples, 2 teaspooofuis or baking powDuring tlie past year the number of der. Put in the apple the last thing Put gemon stove, grease with lard, leaving
juot a
IChristian Endeavor societies in his de- pan
little lard in each pan; have the pau hot and let
iBomination has increased 500. and it is the batter stand in pans one minute on top of
then
in
hot oven.
stove,
B. E. 8.
put
now 7,016, with 165,252 members.
I know these must be nice.
During the year these Endeavorers
contributed to their denominational
board $63,058.
KllswokTH, Feb. 19, J905.
The conversions among them were Dear Aunt Madye
What a nice lot of helpful letters we have had
11,453.
“All our missionaries in the held, this cold winier' 1 tried Wol’s recipe for
both home and foreign.” gays Mr. Wag- molasses doughnuts ana found them very nice.
1 am sorry for L>ell, and can truly sympathize
gener, “are enthusiastic Endeavorers."
The superintendent traveled more with her, as 1 have also suffered from rheumatism this winter.
than 25.000 miles in his work during
Where Is Aunt Marla? I think It Is about
the year, air. all at no expense to the time that we have
another one of her cheerful
denomination.
letters. I think if any one fee is down-hearted
It is his special desire that the En- or blue, one of her letters Is as good as medicine.
deavorers join forces and support in
Well, 1 will stop and leave room for some
the theological seminaries the ablest more helpful writer than 1 am. W ith love »o all
Jenkib.
young men that can be found to take the sisters.
Aunt Maria has been heard from since
up the work of ministers and missionaries.—Christian Endeavor World.
I’m glad you
your letter was written.
mentioned the recipe you tried. “Ann”
Pat la Paragraphs.
said to me not long ago she thought it a
“The secretary was absent, but 1 good idea for those who tried recipes to
found him after a ride on a bicycle of mention it. I am sorry these good letters
twenty miles over the mountains and have; been delayed in appearing, but they
through the ravines to North Fork.” will be found interesting. Here is one
That is a characteristic bit from a re- from our old friend, Aunt Emma, whom
port by Fleid Secretary Hadlock of the we gladly welcome:
California union.
M
sT Fmaskun. Feb. 8.1905.
Finland's Christian Endeavor organ Dear Friendt of ike M IS Column
What a feast ui goon tiling* we arc enjoying
la for the present written by hand, a
monthly called Sarastus—The Dawn. this cold winter! 1 ki-tw iu iihKtii it would be
Almost every week, however, there is so, for you all want to come io tu*t reunion In
something about Christian Endeavor in September.
Come one, come all, come great ronte oma'l,
Weekly (Finnish) and the
With chickens and duc^* «*••» mrti y» turce,
ome Friend (Swedish).
With pies and cakes and ever.) ittii-K ioc
From the famous cook-boos oi il»e Si. 11 C.
Eev. Charles Murray, brother of AnI was very much Interested In Uie letters la*t
drew Murray, has just died in Sou'h
also the little poem at the he..tl of tli
He held a position of honor week,
Africa.
column. How much is contained luttmselev
only second to that of the gifted au- lines! Now If each one would seek more fur the
thor and orator, and was especially
honey, and less for the bitter things in the cup,
earnest in his efforts to promote peace how much better it would be for all of us.
l>etween the English and hia countryMeb asks for a letter from the heart; I am
men. the Dutch. He was an enthusias- afraid if we should all write our thoughts that
tic Endeavorer and a founder of soclo- we should be obliged to have a larger paper, but
I must say that I agree with you all in regard to
th*.

EInland's

WOMEN NOT TRUTHFUL

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in th6 title and motto—it is for the mutual
benefit, and aims l<» be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it is for the com
moo use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and its success depend* largely
on the sup{K>rt given it in this respect. Communications must be stgned, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by ptermlsslon.
Communications wilt be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
4 The American,
Ellsworth. Me.

4. 4. li.

I The editor Invites secretaries of loot! un,0..
of the H. C. T. U. lo Hancock
county,
white rlbboners generally, to contribute
to thl,
column reporta of meetlniira orltems that
wm u

A

Hopeful”

and

U).

Corrrftpon&cncc.

"AUNT MADGE".

and put In the oven. The water seldom dries
away. Now that my larolly is small, 1 use a
pouud can for the brown-bread and set it in a
live-pound lard pall.
ODe cup rye meal,
My receipt for that is
cup Indian meal,
cup molasses, small teaspoonful soda and stir up with sour milk, not
very stiff.
another h ip to housewives who dislike to
have tbelr stoves spattered with grease is to
bake lamb or pork chous; after rubbing a little
salt over them place them iua biscuit tin, sift a
little dour over them and bake; they are much
nicer th in fried.

“1 have been led to accept Christ by
the nine yeurs' consistent daily life of
the man beside whom I work in' the
Let your light shine for God.
•hop.
That is youv mission as ti member of
God s kingdom on earth. Men will see
it and will want to and will enter the
kingdom and will also glorify God.
Sait was not made to grow savo.
less by lack of use. It was made t

A

Sbbrrtiinncntt.

fllutual Dcncftt Column

ENDEAVOR.

any case,

no

nialtrr

of how to
gt,

standing, lnStilt d.Vs, Klrsi
"«• »«>!• If your drugtlrt hadn’t
send tOo In stamps an.t It will be
forward
postpaid by Paris Medicine Co.. St. Louis Mo

.poU^on

Ellsworth Women Tell of

the Easiest

Way

to

Escape

Them.

When the back aches and throbs-when
housework is torture—when night brings
no rest, no sleep—w hen
urinary db rden
set in. woman's lot is a weary one. There’s
way to escape these woes. Doan * KidHave cured woney Pills cure such ills.
men
here in Ellsworth.
This b one

a

woman's

testimony:

John C. Meader, living at West
Ellsworth, Me., says: “I was so { based
with the benefits derived from the use of
Doan’s Kidney Pills in the spring d 1902
that I gave a testimonial at that time recommending them. For several y arn my
Mrs.

back

was

w

eak and

sore

and I found it

difficult to stoop or get up or dow n from
a chair.
I had such pains in my kidney*
at times that they felt like thru*;- >f a
knife, and the pains often extend' d up
through my shoulders. There wa> irregular action of the secretions which < a used
much

me

inconvenience,

doctored

and

and

though

I

different med nes,
me much good until I got
nothing
Doan s Kidney Pills at E. G. .M.ore'a
drug store. It required but a short use ol
this remedy to free me from the pain and
to correct the other kidney diffi ultien.
My daughter complained of having jaina
in her back, and as I had sonu Doan’s
Kidi.ey Pills in the house at that time 1
gave her some. She, like myself, r •:ved
much benefit. I can say that in niv case
the cure has been permanent,
1 have
not required the use of any kidn
remedy during the two and a half year*
which have elapsed since 1 used them.”
For sale by all dealers.
cent*.
Pricv
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sol®
agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s--and take
no other.
used

did

tSankmg.

Is what your money will
Invested In shares of (be

earn

if

Ellsiortli Loan and Bnildii Asl.
A
•*

now

NEW SERIES

open, Share*, #i each; moniMI
payments, #i per sftar*.

WHY PAY RENT
when you

can

borrow

on

your

shares, give a first mortgag* an(*
reduce It every month
Monthly
and Interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying 'or
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
A.

w

particulars Inquire of

11kmUY W. CUSHMAN, secyFirst Nat*l Bank Bid*
Ktho. President.
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WEST TREMONT.
Miss Rena Reed will go to Castine to attend the spring term of normal school.
Hollis Reed is at work for Lew Norwood as driver on the Tremont and McKinley stage

Gray have been appointed to
for repairing the town-house.

draw

It is the Maria L. Davis that has been
purchased from Deer Isle, not the Maria
We hater, as in last week’s items.
March 13.
C.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Rev.

W. Smith, of Sedgwick,

A.

rente.

in

was

town Tuesday.
Prospect, came Monday
Miss Sadie M. Eaton, of Brooklin, is
to start up the clam factory. His son Fred visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Lucy Closson.
has been here a week.
Miss Jennie Herrick, of Bluehill, is visat
work
for
Rumill
is
Mrs.
Miss Lida
iting her grandparents, Richard Abbott
Mrs. Ingalls has been ill and wife.
Otis Ingalls.
G. W.

Davis,

of

time but is better.

some

W. A. Clark, who has been at work in
Portland, came home March 11. He leaves
April 1 for Boston harbor to work on the
Graves.

Mrs. Sarah A. Reed has gone to Portland
with Mrs. Flora Murphy, where Mrs.
Murphy will go to the hospital for surgical
treatment.
Mrs. L. M. Lunt has recovered from the
grip, and is at Southwest Harbor visiting
her son, R. H. Lunt, whose wife is very ill
with the grip.
Mrs. L. H. Clark, of Manset, who has
visiting her mother, Mrs. Z. 8. Clark,
and other relatives the past week, rebeen

turned home Sunday.
and
The ladies of the sewing circle
I»eople of the place served dinner for the
towm meeting men at W. E. Dow’s and
Albion Murphy’s houses. The proceeds,
fJ7.17, go to the church.

Capt. Adams Reed, wife and daughter
have been visiting their daughter,
Mrs. Eunice Lopaus, and other friends
and relatives. Capt. Reed and wife have
returned to Duck Island light station.
The West Tremont sewing circle ex-

Rena

tends thanks to W. E. Dow and wife and
Capt. Albion Murphy and daughters Bernice and Bertha for the use of their houses
in preparing and serving dinner for the
men

at

It is

tow'n-meeting day.
with deep regret that

our

the

many
Trott, for-

Mrs. Eliza Mitchell
merly of Tremont and this place, received
word of her sudden death of typhoidpneumonia at her home in Calais the past
week. Her brother, Frank Mitchell, and
wife were with her at the time of her
She leaves one daughter—Mrs.
death.
Addie Hall, of Calais, a brother—Frank
Mitchell, of Bass Harbor, one sister-Mrs.
Amanda Reed, of Medway, Mass., who
have the sympathy of all.
THELMA.
March 13.
friends of

Mrs. Nellie Sargent and little daughter
Catherine, of Sargentville, came Saturday
to visit Mrs. Ella Powers, Mrs. Sargent’s
aunt, for a few days.
C. Tyler, wife and son Roy, of Brooklin,
visiting Mrs. Tyler’s mother, Mrs.
Fannie Anderson. Mrs. Anderson’s little
granddaughter, Grace Anderson, is with
her.

are

JAUNTY NEWS.

JKLLBWORTH MARKETS.

plana
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**

Country Produce,

Butter Is higher. Best creamery is 33c; no
dairy of worth under 25c.
Creamery per ft.33
Dairy.25 a 28

The

ladies’ aid

will

10 £ 25 Oranges, doz
.35 3.45
.08 Lemons doz
25030
Groceries.
lb
ft
Coflee—per
Rice, per
.060.08
Rio,
.160.25 Pickles, per gal .450,
J.85
35 Olives, bottle
Mocha,
.250.76
85 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure cider.
Tea—per ft—
.05
-450.65 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
.04
.800 66 Oatmeal, per ft
Oolong,
.20
Sugar—per ft—
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
.06)4 Graham,
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B, .05* Rye meal,
.04
.05 Granulated meal,ft 02)4
Yellow, C

Apples, pk
Cranberries, qt

FRANKLIN.
with Mrs.

meet

George U. Dyer Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Marion Wilson, a recent teacher at
Prospect Harbor, is the guest of Marion
Wooster.
Everett Murch and wife, of Hallowell,
visiting Mr. Murch’s brother and sis-

are

Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Linseed,

ter in town.
E. T.

her

WEST FRANKLIN.

Town

Harmon, who went to the
Maine general hospital about two weeks
ago for surgical treatment for appendicitis,
is at home, the case being much less serious than had been apprehended.
Mrs. Blanch

of meetings will be held at the
Methodist church this week. Rev. J. B.
Aldritch will be assisted by a conference
A

series

evangelist, Rev. Mr. Jackson, who arrived
on Saturday and
preached on Sunday
morning.
Many of our young people are getting
back from school for the spring vacation—
Jessie Lawton and Annie Holmes, from
lawronce, Annie Clark and Geneva Gilley
from Pittsfield, and several from other
seats of learning.
Postmaster Ralph took advantage of the
tine weather on Sunday for a trip in his
big motor launch to Brooklin. By invitation, he was accompanied by M. H. Mason, Samuel Randall and Everton Gott,
who spent two or three hours in looking
over that
thriving village. They got back
Winter Harbor at 4 p.
March 13.

to

m.

SPRAY.

SEAL COVE.
Master Allan Walls, of Southwest Har-

bor,

was

calling

on

friends here Saturday.

Mrs. C. E. Ashley and Miss Bernice Ashley, who have been shut in with severe

folds,

are

out.

Herbert Robinson and Sherman Robbins
leave to-day for Bridgeport, Conn., to join
schooner Menawa.

a

No preaching (service at the hall March
as the
pastor, Rev. Mr. Emery, attended
funeral in Mt. Desert.
•John Latty and Harry left last week for

Bridgeport, Conn.,

join schooner J.
Kelley, of Tremont.

to

Nickerson, Capt. Tom

W. Webster and his mate,
('apt.
Streeter Webster, leave to-day for New'
to start the schooner Hattie Barbour.
S.

^ork

^

German measles is having a'run. Roy
alls, Charles and Sadie Carver and Ches-

ter
Robbins, w’ho
list, are all out.

have been

on

the sick

An

e-lection sociable was given at the
ball March 8. A tine time is
reported.
The
proceeds, about fll, are to be given to

|

.650.70

meeting

Spring lamb,

to-day.

w’eek from

one

E. C. Mason and Arthur

SULLIVAN.

Sftj&trtfennntU.

Interment

mSThSTTmm.

L.

EAST ORLAND.

Capt. John Urann is quite ill and has the
Mrs. Flora Dorr is in Bangor, the guest
hearty sympathy of his many friends.
of her daughter Bertha.
The ice embargo still holds us in its grip
Walter Leach left Saturday for Bar Harind mails come and go by the Waukeag
bor where he has employment.
itat.ion.

Mrs. F. W. Partridge and children have
into the Fred Moses cottage.

Sorosis is having unparalleled success
;hi8 winter. The entertainment committee, under Miss Helen Bartlett, has added
nuch to the success of the society this

moved

Frank Wentworth and Miss Hodge, of
are the guests of W. L. Went-

Experiences Similar to This Hava
Occasioned Considerable Comment In Ellsworth.
Few women are better known in
Mrs. Pattie D.
to one of the
best families and has a large circle
of friends and acquaintances. In M

Lockport, X. Y., than
Hall, as she belongs

Brewer,

recent interview Mrs. Hall said:
“The
experience I have bean
through in the last two years seems
like a miracle. I was so badly off
that life seemed almost unendurable,
and my deafness increased so that I
could scarcely hear anything.
The
suffocation in my chest and the indigestion caused by my catarrh, produced very severe suffering. I had
live
different
physicians,
bought
that
everything
anybody recommended to me, but finally gave up in

worth and wife.

pear.

The comedy “Mr. Bob” is billed for
Mrs. Charles
Allen
entertained the
March 17, if fair; if not it will be given
literary club last Wednesday afternoon,
the following Monday evening.
rhis society has been having pleasant and
Warren Stilphen, who has been the
profitable meetings. The current events
i>f the day are being considered, besides guest of his daughter Adalaide, left Tuesday for Bath, where he has employment.
*he work of the club.
The community was saddened to know
the death of Mrs. Barney Havey. of
pneumonia, at West Sullivan last Friday. She had been an invalid for several
of

despair.

“One day iny milliner asked me if I
had ever tried Hyomei.
1 began tho
treatment, and can thankfully testify
that Hyomei does cure this terrible
disease.
Since using it my hearing
is greatly improved, and the only
time I have any catarrhal trouble is
when I take cold. I then use Ilyomei,
and always get instant relief. My
friends and acquaintances marvel at
the change in my health and hearing.”
Ilyomei has made many cures of
catarrh, and in connection with Hyomei halm, of catarrhal deafness, in
Ellsworth. Similar experiences to that
of Mrs. Hall have created a large sale
for Hyomei with G. A. Parcher.
The complete outfit, including the
inhaler, costs but $1, while extra
bottles are hut 50 cents. Ask G. A.
Parcher to show you the strong guarantee under which he sells Hyomei.

Pearl Coombs is home from Hancock.
Miss Grace

W'oodworth has returned to

Beech land.

Angie Smith is employed
Wilber, Centre.

Miss

family

in the

of Ziba

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Oysters,
l1

innan

good supply this week, but
06
0«

16 318
50

I laddie

the steamer PemaPhillips,
quid, has been in town for a few days.
Caroll

of

Lost, strayed or frozen to death, a portion of the community that desired an
old-fashioned winter.
the mill has been stopped,
Sawing
there being no water. The steam apparatus is idle, there being no dry wood. As
at

soon as

water comes,

a

day

and

night

crew

will be

put on.
March 13.

CH’E’ER.

21
12 314
li

Clams, qt
Blueflah,

Smelts

no

ft

Scallops, qt

4

12
30
Fuel.

Shrimp, qt

men are out of the woods.
large stock waits manufacture.

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
5 0006 50
Dry hard,
Broken,
3 00 05 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
1 0001 25
Nut,
5.00
Buttings, hard
Blacksmith’s
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bu

this week

County\ Netca

ace

who

is

C.

EASTBROOK.
Herbert Piper is improving slowly.
J. D. Crimmin has moved his crew out
of the woods.
the

Springer

and J. R. Butler

attended

county grange at Bluehill Saturday.
Grace Willey, of Cherryfleld, has

Miss

returned home.

She has been

working

tended

broke

in

a

body,

Higgins;

week’s

vitality

is

never

lost

by

mere

conflict with cold?

Do you want to live in a region where the resources are more
varied than in any other equal area in the world, where the division
of great ranches affords a fine opportunity to
will assure you a competence?

Do you

get

a

small farm that

where, with a minimum of labor, you can
of grapes and small fruit, oranges, lemons,
olives, prunes and almonds, alfalfa and grain, where crops are sure,
business is good and capital easily finds profitable investment ?

grow

want to live

profitable crops

Then go to

your

and

conducted the

The

California, where

both health and

opportunity await

coming.

one

brother—Alfred,

east

Interment at

Sunny Side cemetery.
March 13.

North-Western Line

and

These

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Y.

sleeping car
always

Mrs. E. M. Higgins is working at NorthHarbor.
March 13.
B.

Miss Vida Cleaves is home from

Boston.

March 13.

C,

tickets

excursions,

work.

G.

WEST GOU LDSBORO.

Chicago, Union Pacific and

is the most direct route to the Pacific Coast, and there are two fast
through trains daily via this line, over the famous double-track
railway between Chicago and the Missouri River. One-way Colonist
tickets are on sale daily, March i to May 15, at
the rate of $33.00 from Chicago, with correspondingly low rates from all points, give you
an unusual chance to make the
trip.

ser-

Walter Blake has gone to Stonington to

vices

March 13.

animal

six sisters, two of whom reside in Bar
Harbor—Mrs. Llewellyn Cousins and Mrs.
Charles Heyward. Much sympathy is felt
for the bereaved relatives.

resume

March 9.

a

Do you want to live where the climate is mild the year round—
where labor is never oppressed by stress of weather, and where

vices. He was laid at rest amid many
floral offerings.
The deceased leaves beside a widow a
a father and mother—Mr. and Mrs. Pem-

John 8. Leighton died Feb. 6. She
had been poorly all winter! Funeral serMrs.

held

critically ill.

CALIFORNIA

for

Colburn Cousins.

were

other pagm.

very ill with

March 13.

D. 8.

see

I

other pagea

accompanied by his widow, with her
father, Mr. Palmer, and brother Oscar and
about the same.
his sister, Miss Hattie, who had been with
J. M. Ellis and wife, of North Deer
and helped to care for him some time.
Isle, were guests of I. J. Cousins and wife
The funeral was held Friday.
After
Sunday.
prayer at the house by Rev. Mr. Hargorve,
Mrs. Albion Closson goes to* the Bangor
of Northeast Harbor,'.services were held at
hospital this week to be treated for ap- the schoolhouse. He was a member of
pendicitis.
Ocean lodge, No. 140, 1. O. O. F., which atGeorge O. Gray,
pneumonia, remains

County News

SubcrtiseTTuntB

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional

SOUND.

The ladies’ club will meet
with Mrs. Lewellyn Roberts.

is

William Dunbar is home after
visit in Norridgewock.

5(
5 75 07 50 Shorts—bag— 1.25 ® 1 40
Corn. 100ft bag
1 25 Mixed reed, bag
4i
Corn meal, bag
125 Mlddllngs.bag 1 5601 6<
Cracked corn,
l 25 Cotton seed meal,
1H
Gluten meal,
1 50

Death of Edward N. Higgins.
Edward N. Higgins died at his home in
North Jay, of Bright’s disease, March 7.
The remains were brought here Thursday,

and

additional

F. N. Johnson went to Stonington WedSWAN’S ISLAND.
nesday returning Saturday.
F. F. Morse was in Rockland last week
William Shepard, who has been very ill, on business.
Frank W. Hutchins returned Friday is able to be in his store again.
Capt. W. P. Herrick was in Boston last
from a business trip to Rockland and
Mrs. Alpha Stewart, who has been visit- week on business.
Vinal haven.
ing her mother in Dexter, is home.
Capt. Edwin Smith, of the schooner
Calvin Stanley and Miss Myrtle Stanley Hockomock, arrived Saturday.
Mrs. Augustus Coombs, with her son
William, of the village, has been visiting are visiting relatives in Stonington.
Capt. A. H. Barbour has gone to RockMarch 13.
her mother, Mrs. Mary Conner.
J.
land where he will be engaged on the
steamer Vinal Haven.
The members of Highland'grange, North
ATLANTIC.
Penobscot, have extended an invitation to
Mrs. F. F. Morse entertained the V. I*
The mail boat failed to arrive Thursday
Castine grange to visit them Friday evesociety Saturday afternoon and evening*
night.
ning, March 17.
About fl.50 was received in the treasury.
Mrs. Sprague, of Minturn, visited her
The remains of
Norman Wardwell
The dinner and supper given by the
accompanied by his widow and child, daughter, Mrs. Alfred Staples, this week. ladies of the village at Epworth hall
arrived here from
L. E. Joyce has launched two gasoline town-meeting day, for the benefit of the
Denver, Col., last
Thursday. Funeral services were held boats, and has another .about ready for Methodist church, was well patronized
About $35 was netted.
Friday at the home of his mother, Mrs. sea.
Robert Wardwell. Rev. Mr. Pierce, of the
SPEC.
March 13.
S.
March 13.

Leroy Wardwell

50
7 50
7 5C
750
7 0t

James Staples leave
this week for New York.

Roper

COUNTY NEWS.

MINTURN.
Chester Stewart and wife have moved
into their new house.

NORTH CASTINE.

7

BROOKSVTLLE.
James

JEN.

Fresh Fish.
Froah flah la lu
change In prices.

The teams and
A

Whitaker.
March 13.

Mrs.

Mrs. N. T. Morrill, of Madison, called
friends in town Sunday. She is visiting her sister, Mrs. Smith, of Bucksport.
March 13.
B.
on

o8$15

Mrs. J. B. Clarke left to-day for Bangor,
Miss Laura Stanley, of Steuben, is a
where she will spend a week with her guest of Miss Iva Stanley.
Bev. Clarence Emery.
husband.
The V. I. society was entertained on
Misses Marie and Marian Saw'yer and
Fletcher T. Wood, his son Henry,
Masters Paul and Edward Sawyer, of
Wednesday by Mrs. Moses Stanley.
Charles Wood and Philip Wood, of Bar
Bouthweat Harbor, visited their grandB. E. Tracy and wife, of Winter Harbor,
Harbor, spent Saturday and Sunday in
were here on Sunday
toother, Mrs. C. H. Sawyer, last week.
calling upon Dr.
Larrabee.
March 13.
jj.
Mrs. Lena Benson, who has been carMrs. S. O. Moore has returned from
ing for her mother, Mrs. J. A. Shaw, has
SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
returned to Bar Harbor. Mrs. Shaw is West Gouldsboro, where she has been the
M. D. Chatto had a
guest of Mrs. James Hill.
chopping-match Sat- improving.
L.
March 13.
urday.
Ralph Moore and his mother, Mrs. Wm.
H. Moore, are in Stonington, called there
A Small crew is
breaking paving for M.
NORTH LAMOINE.
by the death of Mrs. Moore’s father.
Chatto.
Miss Genevieve F. Cole celebrated her
Miss Blanche Hagen came from Bar
Capt. H. L. Black, who has been away to
where she has been employed, fifteenth birthday March 11.
Harbor,
Quite a*
881 this
number of her friends called during the
winter, is home.
last wreek and after a brief visit with her
Ilie Foresters hsd a
afternoon
and
evening.
chopping-match at parents went to Pawtucket, R. I., to visit
r’- \ ioia
Dr. Larrabee has received much attenHaskell’s a Forester’s widow, her sister, Mrs. Coleman Butler.
Tuesday.
Mrs. L. J. Bragdon and daughter Ger- tion from his friends since his illness, but
Superintendent Olden D. Tapley has trude have recently returned from Frank- nothing pleased him more than a fine
appointed an examination for teachers for lin where they were visiting. Miss Ger- trout which was lately presented by Wiltrude returns inext week to Boston to be liam Smith which that gentleman caught
March 22.
in Jones’ pond.
employed in the millinery business.

William Stover,

Unitarian church, officiated.
was at the village cemetery.
March 13.

other page*

..

_

visiting

im

Mrs. T. F. Mason went to Bangor Thursday and returned Saturday, accompanied
by her daughter Bernice, who .remained
,
over Sunday.
County grange was held at East Bluehill Kgge.
Alamoosook grange held its regular
years. She was a most estimable lady.
Eggs continue scarce, and supply limited. Her husband and sous
Saturday, day and evening. A large numhave,the sympathy meeting Saturday evening. Three were
Prices
are slightly higher.
ber from Sedgwick went. They report an
of the entire community.
initiated in the third and fourth degrees,
Fresh laid, per doz
.28
interesting meeting, and a fine programme Poultry.
and Mrs. Bennis were made glad followed by a harvest supper. Visitors
Capt
in the evening.
The supply of chickens and fowl Is good, but by the reunion of their family last week. from three granges were present.
March 13.
Mrs. Ada Allen, her son, Eugene Allen, prices are higher.
M.
Carl, the youngest son, came on from CaliChickens.22
and Mrs. Ella Powers went to BrooksFred at Chicago iand Mrs.
fornia,
joining
Fowl.16£2U
GOULDSBORO.
ville one day last week, and rode four
9aundersop and Ida at Cambridge. All
Hay.
miles into the woods and took dinner at
Miss May Covey, of Lainoine, is visitBest loose, per ton...12 314 have gone back except Carl, who starts
Curtis Durgain’s camp, returning home
Baled.18 for California in a few days.
ing relatives here.
Straw.
the same day.
March 13.
R.
Fred L. Bartlett and family, who spent
Loose..
8011
the winter in Florida, are home.
Sedgwick grange held its usual meeting
Baled.
18
on
the evening of March 3.
A goodly
DEDHAM.
Vegetables.
Work in Dunbar Bros’, steam mill at
number was present, including visitors. Potatoes bu
60 Turnips, bu
50
Otis Sinclair, of Costigan, was in town Chicken mill will begin in a few days.
05 Beets, bu
75
The master from Rainbow grange, Brooks- Lettuce,
2*< Cabbage.
02 over Sunday.
Mrs. E. F. Whitaker has been very ill,
Spinach, pk
ville, was present. One application for Sweet Potatoes, lb, 02 Carrots, bu
Miss Gladys Eldridge has entered the but is improving slowly; her daughter,
Beans—per qt—
membership was received. The proYellow-eye
12015 Eastern Maine general |hospital at Ban- Mrs. Cora Pond, of Bar Harbor, is with
10
gramme was enjoyed by all.
Pea.
her. Mrs. Margaret Rolfe is caring for
gor to take a course of training as nurse.
Fruit.
RAE.
March 13.
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.16gib
Best dairy (new)....It
Dutch (Imported).
'JO
05
Neufcb&tel.

.50
Porto Rico,
Kerosene,
13gl5
Campbell and wife were up from
.60
Hall Quarry Saturday. H. G. Wooster and Syrup,
Lumber ana Huiiaing materials.
wife returned with them Sunday.
126
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
135
13014 Hemlock,
Augustus Bunker and Everett Murch are Hemlock,
Hemlock ooards, 13014 Clapboards—per M—
building a stone shed twenty by forty Spruce,
16020 Extra spruce, 24026
No. 1,
20026
20040
Spruce floor,
feet, near the W. C. R. R. station.
Spruce,
Clear pine.
Pine,
20060
26060
L. C. BrRgdon surprised his daughter
Matched pine,
50
20026 Extra pine.
Laths—per M—
Miss Gladys with a fine cornet last week. Shingles—per M3 26
2.60
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
She has been practicing for some time,
2 76
200
clear,
Hemlock,
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
•*
2d clear,
S 26 Nalls, per ft
.040.06
and is quite proficient.
extra one,
1 60 Cement, per cask 160
Mrs. Roland Lunt has been very ill with
"
No. i,
1 25 Lime, per cask
96
Miss Julia Guptill, of Gouldsboro, with
"
pneumonia, but is now considered out ot
.76 Brick, per M
scoots.
7011
a party from here, has arranged to occupy
White lead, pr ft .060.06
danger.
for a week the Bunker-Oossley bungalow
Provisions.
Joseph Harmon, of Stonington, has been on the shore of George’s pond.
Beef, ft.
Pork, ft.
in town the past week in the interests of a
1R
Steak,
.120.25
Steak, ft
It is reported to-day that our esteemed
Roasts.
12
.100.18
Chop,
wireless telegraph company.
.06
.160-'>8
Pigs*
feet,
Corned,
Mrs.
Ella
French
townswoman,
Keuiston,
18
Ham. per ft
Tongues,
160.20
Many citizens here appreciate the cour- who has been an invalid for a
is
year past,
13
.05008
Tripe,
Shoulder,
tesy of Rep. Henry Clark in sending
18
Bacon,
gradually sinking. The sons, Arthur and Veal:
Salt
10
Steak,
daily papers containing legislative doings. Frank, are
home.
expected
Roasts,
•100. U
Lard,
10012
Miss Theo Gilley who has spent the
March 13.
B.
05
Tongues, each
winter at Isle au Haut, where she has
08 315
Mutton,
is
found
employment,
brother for a few weeks.

County New*

WEIGHTS AMD MBAflCtEI

■AINB LAW MOABDIHO

▲ bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes
lu good order and fit for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping. Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta-bag:: turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 52
pounds; of carrots, Engllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,46 pounds;
of barley anu buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.
Ratter.

additional

are

good on daily and personally conducted
which a double berth in a Pullman tourist
from Chicago costs only $7.00. Round-trip tickets
on sale from all points at reduced rates via the
are

on

Chicago & North-Western, Union Pacific
Southern Pacific Railways.
W. B.

KNISKERN,

P. T. M. C. & N.-W.
Please mail free

to

particulars concerning

PILL IN THIS COUPON

and

Ry., Chicago, XU.

my address, California booklets, maps and full
rates and train service.

AND MAIL IT TO-DAY.

NW484

To Cure
Take

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold in One

Quinine

Seven MJIHon bases sold in past 12 months.

Tablets. JS

This signature, ^

Day

ft/
"

on

i/^7>lJT

<—

every

box. 25Ci

I

Union River Water Power Co. to inits issue of bonds, reported same in
draft, and that it ought to pass. Re-

crease
new

port accepted.
Mr. Allen, for the same committee on
resolve authorizing the land agent to

that it

ought

to pass.

in

subscriber

—

wood lot for the use of the city farm.
An act to incorporate the Mt. Desert
He explained fully the reasons for the Trust Co.
purchase, which he regarded sound at
THURSDAY, MARCH 9.
the 'ime, aid still so regards them;
In the Senate the following House bills
and the board of aldermen agree with were
read
and
assigned: An act to
him. He added that if any succeeding amend section 1 of chapter 462 of the
board desires to dispose of the lot, he private and special laws of 1897 relating
is
to purchase at the
paid. to the taking of alewivea in Bagaduce
The other matter
the
mayor was the collection of taxes. In
his judgment something is radically
wrong with the method of collection,
and a change of some sort must be
made.
In this matter the mayor will find
public sentiment with him. That a

river.

extend the charter of the
Bluehill Banking and Trust Co.
Bills and petitions
presented: Mr.
Mills, of Hancock, Mr. President: I have
An act to

here

a

bill which is drawn and

presented

of authorizing the town of
for the erection
of a school building. The town voted to
city the s ze of Ellsworth, doing a do this at its annual town meeting last
the bill may
business of only a round $50,000 a I Monday : and in order that
session I
; have time to go through at this
year, should have outstanding in un- ask
that the rules be suspended, that it be
i
tlie
is
not
to
sum
of
taxes
$27,000
paid
received, take its several reading, and pass
its ere it, and the public will be very to be
engrossed without reference to a
thai kful io he mayor or to any one committee.
else who will suggest an improvement
on he present system of tax-collecti-"
The present collectors seem to have
been

and the mayor
mattes no rt flection on them in criticising the method now in use. The
commitment in 1904 was $43,021.16; of
this

industrious,

sum

$32,710.47

three fourths—was
810,310 69 s ill due.
Bickofthis, and

1887, uncollected

—

a

trifle

over

collected, leaving

with the idea

Stonington

rnnning

back to
the amount
still carried on the

of $16,730 90 are
books and figured in as assets.
How
utter worthless some of them are may
be infer'ed from the fact that of the

63,301 68 of tile taxes of 1887 and 1889,
only $6 was collected in 1904. Some
er y ears back show equally as bad.
Whatever the cause of this condition of affairs, it is high time it were

ot

discovered,

and a more
effective
method than the one now in vogue
should be adopted.

Eden: Petition of
By
Rev. 8. L. Hanscom and five others in
favor of bill providing for the proper labelling of proprietary medicines, containing alcohol and narcotic drugs. Placed on
file.
TUESDAY, MARCH 14.
Mr.

Resolve

Stonington.
authorizing Frank Spurting

als. to build

wharf

a

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminisof the estate of Abigail McCastin, late
of Penobscot. In the county of Hancock,
deceased, ami given bonds aa the law directs
Ail persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto aje requested to raaxe payment imHarry L. ( rautkve.
mediate!*.
March 7. 1905.

r|5H Ehesubscriber
has been
1

his motion

the

took its several
of

the

rules,

same

readings
and

grossed.
By Mr. Clark,
S. S.

of

Hanscom and

Sturgis

of

was

Hancock, petition
fifty others in favor

of

was

assigned:
the

suspension
passed to be en-

under

was

bill which

the charter of

received and

placed

on

An act to

Union River Storage

Co.
to the Bar Harbor and

relating

An act

Union River Power Co.
be

Passed to

engrossed:

An act
Bluehill

to extend the

charter

of

the

charter of

the

Wate*Co.
to extend the

Ellsworth Street Railway Co.
Petitions presented and referred: By
Mr. Clark, of Tremont, petition of Dean

Mr. Tracy, from the committee

Augusta elected republican mayors affairs, reported ought
Edwin

Bangor only

went over

t»«<* brake on the wagon going down
II t- loh t* a n« p to the horse, when the wagon is
I *i
1“ a• I y
But what driver would think
of
i> if tr me "rake to a loaded wagon going
If he did, his sensible norses would
isi> n ?
ji iv.i.iy iiaU. dany a man is in the condliion
a I »ad np hill with the brake set
of ;>«i)
When his stomach la out of order,
n«>d -i
i""! tli' aiii il-fganaof digestion and nutrition
lino •>««••« in ih kr functl ns, a friction is set up
xv••if.li ii:*h »•» -t e overcome in addition to the
A foul stomach
1» rf-uni «*«• of daily duties.
iM itfj- n i-rjvy ‘train, aud the man with a dls
r-t uiaa h lias often to grope his way
•• y’s business like a man in a
through *h

j.ut.

Problems
fo'gets appointments.
itnel to his mind "wnnit end to”.
T»d«eo'fiiil.oi !■* entirely remedied by the use
It
of nr I'ltri-i'H Golden Medical Discovery.
I nets the -i m »oh and digestive and nutritive
ay •< m Hum condition of perfect health, and
i'Ivi-hiI «r i-u ln, a steady hand and a light
s
p for ih d y’s duties. When constipation
cltu^ ti»» iliuiiiels of the body, Dr. Plerce’i
I’h'nsHft ** in t will work an effectual cure ol
th >t iti***-rrou~ disease.

tog.
sc-

Ill

in

A«KRJCAM

«2.00 a year; fl-M
paid in advauci

It

tax, and

BAIl

price,

!

deer

j

Flanders stream

on

in town

An act to

extend the close time

on

Swan’s Island.

An act to amend chapter 250 of the pri- j
vate and special laws of 1903 relating to
the protection of deer on the island of
Mt. Desert.
An act to amend the charter of the
Northeast Harbor Water Co.
From

a

Where there’s

a

Wife’s

HAlfUOK,

Admitted assets,
$932,940 92
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
$100,000 00
Contingent fund,
Net an paid losses.
39,153 78
Unearned premiums,
276,772 67
All other liabilities,
30,677 47
Cash capital.
874.931 82
Surplus over all liabilities.
111,504 98
Total liabilities ard surplus,
L. F. GILES. Agent,

ellsworthTme.

$932,940 92

I
;

will there’s

a

lawsuit.

Fools rush in and win—where angels
fear to tread.

Love is romantic. Matrimony is decidedly a matter of fact.
People who live in glass houses should

pull down the blinds.
Misery loves company,
does not reciprocate.

but

company

Think of your ancestors and your posterity and you will never marry.
When we hear of other people’s troubles
It reconciles

to

ue

our own.

A

colt by i
G. H.

j1

Crockett cottage at Conj
tention Cove.
Inquire of Ralph II. i
Crockbtt, Rockland. Me.
|

COTTAGE—The

I

&prc:al Xotiffs.

said deceased that the amount remaining in
the hands of the executors of said will,
upon
the settlement of their final account, he tilstributad among the heirs of raid deceased according to the terms of said will. Also petition filed by said executor that the amount of
collateral inheritance lax upon said estate be
determined by the judge of probate.
Wellington 8. Dunham, late of Orland, is
said county, deceased. Second and last account of Theodore H. Smith, administrator
with the will annexed, filed for settlement
Amanda Smith, late of Hucksport, in .aid
county, deceased. Second and last account of
Theodore H. Smith, executor, filed for settlement.

George A. Page, late of Hucksport. in »aid
First account of Prestos
county, deceased.
W. Wood, administrator, filed for settlement.
Wesley T. Bates, an insane person, of
Fifth account
Brooksville, in said county.
of Wbeelock C. Bates, guaruian. filed for settlement.
John D. Whittaker, an insane person, cf
Third account of
Franklin, in said county.
George J. Whittaker, guaidian, filed for settlement.
George W. Clements, and insane person,sf
Hucksport. iu said county. Second account
of Warren L. Clement, guardian, filed for settlement.
Helen K. F. Davis, a person of unsound
mind, of Castine, in said county. First account of Charles K. McCluskey, guardian,
filed for settlement.
DeGrasse Fox. late of Bden. in said county,
deceased. Petition filed ny Franklin A. Wil
son. ext-cutor, for license to sell certain real
estate of said deceased, situated in said hides,
and one parcel situ kted in Mount Desert, de
scribed a- follows, vlx.:
First lot. Equity in lot known as “Coroersititet” being parcel No. I in Inventory of said
For more particular description ses
estate.
registry of deeds for said county, book JB,
page 321, subject to t o mortgages, our to
Ellen hniltn Phillips for #3,000 ana interest Si
6 per cent, from
April 5, 1904, the other to Benjamin Strong. # 4.000. and interest at 6 per cent,
fr m April 5, 1904, together with such taxes or
other liens as have been paid by such mortgagees or either f them.
Second lot.
Equity In “Hardy Lot" so
called, together with Hardy Cottage A Geranium Cottage A Hardy Stable thereon, being parcel No. 2 in inventory of said rotate.
For more particular description see registry
or ib e»l-for said counts book 216, page 431.
and book 7V6, page 182. sunject to mortgage to
Bar Harbor Hat.king A 1'rust Co. for #1M,
and iut“*.‘«st at 6 per cent, from July 1. i#H.
subject to taxes or other liens on salt! property paid by the mortgagee.
Third lot
Equity iu lot on Kebo street being parcel No a In inventory of said o-ute,
being a portion of lot described in and recorded in said registry, book 130, page 3-tu,
»u
ject to mortgage to Anna D. Scott, recor. ed in said registry, book 291, page H4, for
the sum of #8.0on, and interest at 8
per cent
from April 27. 1901. said mortgage being aow
held by George Harrison Fisher.
F'ourth lot. Equity in “F'ox Horae Cottage"
so called, numbered No. 4 in inventory ef
► aid estate.
F’or more particular desoriptios
see Hancock registry of deeds, vol. 159. pa**
128, vol. 169, page 129. vol. 160, page 498, vol. 193.
page 256. and vol. 235, page 317, subject to morP
gage to Johnston Livingston recorded in said
registry, vol. 324, page 391, for #15,000, with
interest at 6 per cent, from May 5, 189S. Also
subject to taxes for 1903 and 1904.
Fifth lot. Equity in “Jared Emery Homestead" numbered No. 5, in said inventory.
For more particular description see registry
of deeds for said county, vol. 180. page 13.
subject to mortgage to F'ranklin A. Wilsoa,
for #2.000. with interest at 6 per cent from
July *21. 1904, subj.ct also to taxes tin said
property for year 1904, paid by said mortgage*.
Sixth lot. Equity iu three lot* described in
No.
the inventory of said estate as follow*
6. eauity in the Bden Swimming Pool Club
Lot « Building. For more particular description see registery of deeds in said county, vtL
293, page 463, ubject to mortgage to Bar Harbor Banking A Trust Co. for #S,U*' with
interest at 6 per cent., from Sept. 30. IMS; ts
Louise Este King for #2,000 with interest st •
1904; a mortgage to
percent, from May 1
George L. Weacott for #6.000. with interest *t
6 per cent, from Oct. 29, 1903, subject to all
taxes and all other liens.
Seventh lot. The Batch lot, so called aits"ted at corner of Cromwell (Harbor Road)
& Harden Hoad numbered• No. 7 in tbt inven*
tory ot said estate, more particularly described in deed recorded in said registery. vol.
341. page 193; said premises are sold subject
to all taxes or other liens existing at time of
sale.
called,
Eighth lot. Jordan’s Pond lot
numbered 8 in the inventory of raid estate,
more particularly
descrined in deed in said
registry, book 175, page 256. raid property
as well as all the foregoing properly to b*
sold subject to ail taxes aud liens xntMl
thereon at time of sale.
O. P. CUN NINO HAM, -fudge of said court
A tru ecopy of the original.
Attest:—T. F. Mahomky, Register.
«

<

NOTICE.
To the Honorable, the Court of County ComMary Orcutt, having left my bed | missioners
for the County ot Hancock,
board, I hereby give notic that I
Maine.

wife,

and
MY
shall
pay

no

bills contracted by her a’ter this
8. A. Orcutt.

'117'E the undersigned, residents of the
town of Deer Isle, Maine,
If
respectfully
d Drer Isle,
pray that Charles H. Scott, of
SPECIAL NOTICE.
may be appointed and liceus-d by said Court
to keep and maintain a Ferry across Egge
not trespass in Cunicnlocus Park. J
moggiu Reach, between North Deer Isle and
demand protection to life and property
vtile, with boats propelled by hand,
from the county of Hancock, the State ot Sargent
sail or power.
A. O Gross
tbe
States
and
Unite'4
of
America.
Maine,
aud One Hundred and Eigbty-six others.
Mary C. Fbkts Austin.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—Court of County Cominis
sinners, January Term. A. D. 1905
Upon the foregoing petition the CommisI sioners being satisfied thut the petitioners
EMPLOYMENT—Big
of employment, or making leas than $3 are responsible, that an inquiry into the
per day, write to me and I can place you in a 1 merits is expedient, and that the petitioners
position where you can earn from $3 to f5 ought to be heard touching the matter set
day in yourown town. I want an agent forth in their petition; order that the
per
in every town. Samples aud particulars for i County Commissioners meet at the Lvnnmore
W. E. Lewis, Manufacturer’s ; House at Saigentville. Me., on Tuesday, the
2c
stamp*
Second day of May, A. D. 1905, at 10 o’clock
agent, Cnerryfleld, Me.
A. M.. and thence proceed to view the route
I mentioned in said petition, immediately after
1
which view, a hearing of the parties and wit! nesses will be had at some convenient place
in the
and such other measures
subscriber hereby gives notice that taken invicinity,
the premises as the Commissioners
he has been dulv appointed administrashall judge proper. And it is further
tor of the estate of Edmund L. Young, late
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
of Eden, in the county of Haucock, depurpose of the Commissioners' meeting afore*
ceased, and given bonds as the law directs. said be
given to all persons and corporations
All persons having demands against the esinterested by serving an attested copy of the
tate of said deceased are desired to present
petition and this order thereon, upon the
the same for settlement, and all indebted
Clerk of the Town of Deer Isle, a like copy
thereto are requested to make payment imupon the clerk of the town of Sedgwick, a like
Frank D. Fostkr.
mediately.
copy upon A. O. Gross, one of the petitioners,
March 7, 19C5.
and by posting
up attested copies as aforesaid
in
three public places in each of said towns.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
Deer Isle and Sedgwick, thirty days at least
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Daniel Cough, late before the time appointed for said view, and
of Treinont, in the county of Hancock, by publishing the petition aud order thereon,
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
American, a newspaper published at EllsAll persons having demands against the esworth, in the County of Hancock, the first
tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
publication to be thirty days at least before
the time of said view, that all persons and
thereto are requested to make paymeut imcorporations interested may attend and be
A. Bird Cough.
mediately.
heard if they think tit.
March 7, 1905.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed adminis- A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
tratrix of the estate of John W. Malone, late
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
KOKKCLOSDKB OK MORTGAGE.
All persons having denn.mTs agaiast the es11TBKBEA8 William L. Snowman, of Ortate of said deceased are desired to present
TV
laud, Hancock county, Stale of Maine,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
by bin mortgage deed dated tee eighth day of
thereto are requested to make payment imNovember, a. d. Ir89, and recorded In the HanMary
F.
Malone.
mediately.
cock county registry of deeds, book 240, page
March 7, 1906
494, conveyed to me, the undersigued, a cersubscriber hereby gives notice that tain parcel of real estate situate in said Orland, described as follows, to wit: Beginning
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Ren ben W. Smith, at the northwest corner of land formerly
late of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, owned or occupied by Oilman C. Crane, and
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. used ae a garden lot. on the east side of the
All persons having demands against the es- highway leading from Orland to Castine:
theuce easterly by said Crane land
tate of said deceased are desired to present
eight rods
the same for settlement, and all indebted thence northerly parallel to the road eight
fifteen and vi-c-uau
one-halt it-ei
thereto are requested to make payment im- rods
feet io
to iana
land now or
Vra
arl
of Asa
Frbd w. Smith.
formerly of Aaron Crosby; thence westerly by
mediately.
Match 7, 1906.
Crosby
v.vouy
rods io
to me
eight rou»
the man*
high
wav; thence
by the highway eight
subscriber hereby gives notice that rods fifteen and one-half leei
feet IO
to me
the place of
l",
wuyuSlf
she has been duly appointed adminis- beginning with the
buildings thereon! For a
tratrix of the estate of Miles T. Kavanagh, late more particular desc Iption see
registry of
of Eden, in the county of Hancock, de- deeds for said county, vol. 228,
page 650: and
ceased, and given bonds as the law directs. whereas the condition of said
mortgage has
been broken, now therefore,
All persons having demands against the esby reason of the
eceased are desired to present
tate of said
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a forethe same for settlement, and all indebted closure of said mortgage.
thereto are requested to make payment imDated this second day of
March, a d. 1906.
Sarah E. Kavanagh.
mediately.
m Nicholson,
R,ft
D
March 7,1906.
O. P.
By
Cunningham, his attorney.
date.

Sedgwick, March 2,

It05.
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THE

an American want ad.
American want ads bring homes to
the homeless; rent properties and bring
satisfaction to buyer and seller.

using

American want ads get anything
you want, or sell anything you have
to sell.

Thousands of people In Hancock
County read The American want
column every week.
If your want ad is not there they
are not reading it

THE

I* m

n

!“?. “L“‘d.

son

S'—

-— sv.

THE

southerly

»asaa

,,Tho“a®

1

subscribers, t narles

r.

Har>r

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and Arthur
8. Hardy, of Hanover, Graf on county, st*1*
of New Hampshire, hereby give colic** id**
they have bten duly appointed executor®®;
the last will and testament aud codicil in* r«®
of Susan W. Hardy, late of Boston, in tne
county of 8u0olk, and Commonwealth «
Massachuset's, ceceased, and given
the law directs. Not being residents of tne
State of Maine, they have appointed bust*
B. Deasy, of Eden, Hancock county. Mil®*
whose postoffice address is Bar
Maine, their agent and attorney for Pur.P®*r
specified in Revised Statutes of Maine, Cnsp66. Section 43. All persons having <!• mana»
against the estate of said deceased are aesired to present the same for settlement.»®“
all indebted thereto are requested to '•»*»
payment immediately.
Alphbub H. Harp*.
f'has. Francis Habdt.
Jau.24. 1905.
Arthur S. Hard*j__

THE

To read your sign people must go
to it.
Send your sign to the people by

'hr

X
city, c unty ami state of New Volt.
Alpheus H. Hardy, of Boston, flolf-iU CwO»W

THE

aifoertistmmt*.

1

j

MAINE.

promising two-year-old
Haley;
by Nelson.
bargain.
CtOLT—A
Hardman. Ellsworth, Me.

of

<

1

;

DO

Diary.

tnsuranc* iStatrauntg.

56
64

!

to

he

of

upper dam

THE JiTNA

$973,265
40,324

!

JFor Salt.

j

to pass on
Doyle to maintain

admitted,

|

T. F. MORAN,

!

the upper dam in
town of Sullivan,

Gross AssetV
Deduct items not

|

i
MAINE. |

...

Sullivan.

legal
bill, an

INDEMNITY COMPANY,
HABTPOBD, CONNECTICUT.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1904.
Stocks and bonds,
$602,128 31
Cash in office and bank,
227,380 25
139.568 62
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
3,755 86
All other assets,
438 12

j!

If you do, send a description of it,
number, size and condition of
buildings, productiveness, etc.: rate of

en-

An act to

W. Doyle

on

OF

|

with

to maintain the

engrossed:

Passed to be
able Edwin

W.
Flanders stream in the
Hancock county.
First reading of printed bills:
An act

act to enable

!

Malone’s IU-M<iU(Mnl,

Sell Your Farm?

amended.

Co.

T

et

tide waters in

into

An act to in-

corporate the Trinitarian Congregational
parish of Castine, and to legalize the doings of said parish, as heretofore known
under the name of the Trinitarian society
of Castine, Maine.
In the House the following Senate bills
were given their first reading:
An act to
extend the charter of the Hancock County
Railway Co.

j

!

amendment A.

on

file.

extend

|

probate.

Charles F. Mayer, late of Baltimore, state
of Maryland, deceased.
Petition filed by
Annie B. O’Farrell, executrix of the will of
said deceased, that the amount of collateral
inheritance tax upon said estate be determined by the Judge of probate.
Marta L. Crabtree, late of Hancock, in said
Petition by filed Alfred B.
county, deceased.

SHERIFF** KALE.
Maine. Hancock bs.—
wherein R 8. WentrpAKEN on execution
A. worth, trustee, ot Boston, Suffolk connty. Massachusetts, is plaintiff and Nellie S.
Hunker, of Mount Desert, Hancock county,
Maine, is defendant, and will be sold oy publie auction on the 90lh day of March. i«05, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon, at the office of
the sheriff in Ellsworth, in said county of
Hancock, all the right in equity, which Nellie
*■». Bunker, of Mount Desert, in the county of
Hancock aforesaid, has or had on the 12th
day of December, 1903. at eleven o’clock and
fo.ty five minutes a. m when the same was
attached on the original writ, to redeem the
following described mortgaged real estate situated in Northeast Harbor, in the s id town
of Mount Desert, ;n said county of Hancock,
to wit:
Beginning on the west side of the town
road at a slake at the southeast corner of a
lot of land of J. D. Phillips on which he has
erected a building and f- Bowing said road in
a southerly direction forty three feet to an
iron bolt at the northeast corner of a lot of
land owned by. Stephen Smallidge, now or
formerly; thence following said Smallidge's
Isud westerly eight rods to a stone post in the
ground on line of land of Seiden R. Tracy.
now or formerly; thence
by said Tracy's land
iu a northerly direction forty threeleettoa
stake: thence south seventy-three and one
half degrees east by the southerly line of
t-aid PuTlIips' land eight rods to point commenced at. cr.ntalniug twenty square rods,
more or less, and it being the souther y half
of a lot of land deeded to J. D. Phillips and
Emily F. Robinson (now Farnsworth) hy
Adelina F. Joy by deed dated June lit, 18*7,
and recorde in Hancock registry of deeds, in
book 214 page fiOl.
Also auother .ot or parcel of land situated
in said Northeast Harbor, bounded and descriced as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the west side of the town road
leading to Kimball's at the northeast corner
of a ot of land owned by said Bunker (being
the lot first above describee) and following
the west side of said road northerly seven
feet to an iron holt; thence south eighty
three degrees west eighteen feet to an iron
bolt iu the ground; thence south seventythree and one half degrees east nineteen and
four-tenths feet to point commenced at and
containing sixty-three square teet
Reserving also a right of way to be used in
common with J. D. Phillips
nd his heirs and
assigns and the said Nellie 8 Bunker, her
heirs and assigns, said right of way to be
four feet wide and on rhe north side of said
described lot and eighteen feet long.
Also a
ght of way four feet wide and adjoining said reserved right of wav. being
righteen feet long and tour feet wide; said
right of way to be used in common with the
said Phillips, bis heirs and assigns and the
said Bunker, her heirs and assigns
Said described rights of way together to he eight
feel wide and eighteen feet long; said right
of way to be used
by the owners and occupants of the lots of land on the north aud
south of said right of way.
Also excepting and reserving a certain lot
or parcel of land sold by the said NtllieS.
Bunker to J. D. Phillips hy deed dated December 3, 1898. recorded in Hancock registry, in book 330. page 407, which lot is out of
the first lot above described
The buildings
on the land hereinabove described are also
expressly included. Said real estate is subject to a mortgage given by Albert H. Lynam,
of Eden, in said county of Hancock, t<* Danforth J. Manchester, of Mount Desert aforesaid, dated November 1, 190', recorded February 14. 1901, in book 358. page 319, of the regiaof deeds for Haucock county, Maine,
try
which mortgage was for the principal sum of
fifteen hundred dollars and on which there is
said to be due about eighteen hundred dollars.
Dated at Mount Desert, aforesaid, this 21th
B. H. Mayo.
day of February. 1905.
Sheriff.
State

DO YOU WANT TO

In the House an act to prohibit ice fishing in Brewer pond, sometimes called
Hynes pond, in the towns of Orrington
and Bucksport, Penobscot county, came
from the
Senate amended by Senate

forty-two others,
county, for same.
Reports of committee!!: Mr. Littlefield
from
committee on judiciary reported
first lime the democrats have secured ought to pass on bill, an act to amend
the charter of the Northeast Harbor Water
complete control.

la-t Mot day.
to the enemy.

dotin

ELLSWORTH,

the town of Cranberry Isles.
An act to authorize the North Brooklin
Wharf Co. to extend a wharf into the tide
waters of Bluehill bay at North Brooklin.

Robinson.
There have been other
democratic mayors—only four of them
—in me citv’s history, but this is the

Saco and

At

Luther Haven, late of Hancock, in said
Petition that George P
county, deceased.
Haven or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by George P. Haven, a
son of said deceased.
Henrietta O. Wilkins, late of Philadelphia,
state of Pennsylvania, deceased.
Pernios
tiled by William Wilkins Carr, one of the
executors of tne will of said deceased, that
collateral
amount
of
the
inheritance tax upon
said estate be determined by the Judge of

trator

is heir to that it will
for ft lew weeks, and
The local agent tor
Life—Is

James H. McCollum,

Passed to be engrossed:
An
incorporate the Stonington Trust

on

Belfast, Brewer, Biddeford,

only one of the ills flesh
Watch this -pace
you will learn of others.
tins remedy—the Elixir of
cure.

Joseph W. Wood, lrte of Eden, io said county. deceased. A certain Instrument purporting to bfc the last will and testament of said
deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by harry 8. McFarland
one of the executors named therein.
Annie E. Spring, late of Buck»port in said
A cerlsin instrument purcounty, deceased
porting to be the iasi will and testament of
said d*ceased, together with petition lor probate thereof, presented b> Elijah P. Emerson
and Frank S. Pierce, the executors named

THE

Co. to be located at

first lime in

crats

is

Senate:
act to

history the demo- A. Walker and ninety-two others, of
Monday gained complete Southwest Harbor, praying for passage of
control. The mayor-elect is William bill requiring the proper labelling of proalso of A. P. Mc15. Peirce, who defeated Dr. D. A. prietary medicines,
Donald and
of Hancock
the

Morrison of

cause.

subacriber hereby gives notice that
•he has been duly appointed executrix
John
of the last will and testament of
Clement, late of Bucksport, in the coumv of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same lor settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
March 7. 190*.
Charlotte A. Clbmrnt.

j

RHEUMATISM

same.

The House reconsidered the vote whereThereupon bill “an act authorizing the
Stonington to issue its bonds for by this bill was passed to be engrossed,
the purpose of erecting a school building,” Senate amendment A was adopted and the
was presented
by Senator Mills, and on bill was then passed to be engrossed as

An act

A hulf ccni ary is a long time to wait
for victory, but it has come at last to
the democr cy of Bangor, where, for

for

town of

Read and

taxes to

to issue bonds

Brooksville,

North

Ril§'

T. Pond, late of Bucksport, in the
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being
required by the terms of said will. All person*
estalt
the
demands
having
against
of said deceased are deaired to preaent
the same for settlement, and aJl indebted
thereto are requested to make payment iraBenjamin P. Blodgkt.
mediately.
March 7, 1*W.

Mary

fitteU them.

Curtis Durgain and twelve others, of

of

hereby gives notice that

he ha* been duly appointed executor
THK
the last will and testament and codicil of

25c Lower.

Whiting Bros.

pu£

of

FLO UR!
Miami Flour.

To all person* interested in either of
tales hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth. In amt
for the county of Hancock, on the sever,*i!
enth
day of March, a. d. 1»5.
rPHK following matters having heen nr#
Rented for the action thereupon herein
1
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that. nxy.
tice thereof be Riven to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be
lished three weeks successively in the Ell*,
worth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may an
pear at a probate court to be he!d at
worth, in said county, on the fourth day of
April, a. d. 1905, at ten of the clock In the
forenoon, and be beard thereon if the*

1
she ha» been duly appointed executrix
of the I nut will and testament of Joseph H.
Oilley late of Bockaport, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bond* being required
by the term* of said will. All persons having
demand- against the estate of said deceased
are deaired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Lydia J. Qiliby.
March 7, 1905.

Report accepted.

Passed to be engrossed: An act to extend the charter of the Union River
Water Storage Co.
An act relating to the Bar Harbor and
Union River Power Co.
An act to extend the charter of the
Bluehill Trust and Banking Co.

Halfway
.lust received, a carload of the best
island, Hancock county, reported same
An act to amend sect ion 1 of chapter 462 Flour.
ought to pass. Report accepted.
Passed to be engrossed, an act to ex- of the private and special laws of 1897,
tend the charter of the Hancock county relating to the taking of alewivea in
Bagaduce river.
railway company.
Passed to be'enacted: An act relating
An act to extend the charter of the
to the taking of scallops in the Bagaduce
Bluehill Water Co.
An act to extend the charter of the river, so-called, between the towns of CasMOON'S PHASES.
tine and Brooksville, in the county of try dour, $0.50 per barrel.
Ellsworth Street Railway Co.
lA:Ol
Ull
0:19
A
Oft
An act to prohibit ice fishing in Narraa.m.
U
Hancock, from March Arst to November
Moon
j ^s/Moon ZU p.m
4:31
3:59
Fir^t
■»
jj- Third
Fi4my pa,ent
“yr?
yj
guagus lake, so-called, in Hancock county. Arst in each year.
Town
o
/
I
4x a.ux.
\t Quarter
p.m
1 am. all-round (lour,
Jr Quarter
lUWII Talk
An act to prohibit scallop Ashing in
An act to set off a part of plantation No.
and annex it to the town of Goulds- Bluehill bay from the Arst day of April to $0.75 per barrel.
Tliij* week’s edition of The 7,
the Arst day of November in each year.
boro.
American is 2,300 copies.
An act to incorporate the Mt. Desert
Every bairel guaranteed to
Finally passed: Resolve in favor of the
satisfaction.
Trust Co.
Castine normal school.
Try a
Rive
of
for
the
2,435
1904,
year
Average
In the House an act authorizing the
In the House Mr. Gray from the combarrel and have the best
mittee on legal affairs on petition of Leroy town of Stonington to issue bonds for the
that money can buy.
||» KDNRSI'AY. MARCH 15, 1905.
R. Flye and seven others, of North Brook- purpose of erecting a schoolhouse, came
lin, county of Hancock, asking permis- from the Senate, having been received in
New City Government.
sion to extend a wharf into the tide that branch under a suspension 'of the
The reeem ly elected members of
waters of Bluehill bay, reported bill, an joint order and read three times and passed
the city government met last Monday act to authorize the North Brooklin wharf to be
engrossed under a suspension of the
end oraanixed.
As the personnel of Co. to extend a wharf into the tide waters rules. The House
suspended the joint
the L-oaid is not changed, the work of Bluehill bay at North Brooklin, county order in concurrence and the bill received
MAIN ST., ELLSWORTH.
tvas .trcomp ished with dispatch and of Hancock.
its three several readings and was passed
—What Is it? ll
m T • a
An act to to be engrossed under a suspension of the
Passed to be engrossed:
Wii hout friction.
V 1 r fP ** I IPP »9 a «»Dcentrated mineral
In his iimogural address Mayor amend section 1 of chapter 462 of the rules in concurrence.
▼
1 L'CJW' \J 1
water.
It in a
and special laws of 1897 relating to
The following petitions, bills, etc., were
miueral spring brought to you. and saves you
Ilaiterihy referred to two matters that private
the taking of ale wives in Bagaduce river. presented and referred: By Mr. Merrill, of the expense of going to a mineral spring. It is
•have evoked considerable criticism—
An act
to extend the charter of the Skowhegan, petition of Rainbow grange, nature's remedy, it taken as directed.it can t
do you any harm, while scores right
one the
possiblyEllsworth
purchase last year of the Bluehill Banking and Trust Co.
of North Brooksville, for the referendum; herein
are satisfied that it has beneinterest

the State's

equalize

price
referred to by

TJI'j

sometimes

and

ready

l.fgal Gotten.

legal Nctittt.

OBITI'AHY.
prohibit ice Ashing in Brewer pond,
called Hynes pond,
in the
Mr9. John S. Leighton.
Matters Relating to Hancock C ounty towns of Orrington and Bucksport.
Mr*. J. 9. Leighton, of Eastbrook, aged
Passed to be engrossed: An act relating
A LikaL and political journal
—Doings of the Past Week.
years, after a long and painful
PUBLISHED
to the taking of scallops in the Bagaduce fifty-two
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8.
died March 8. She is survived by
illness,
bvkky wldsksday afternoon
river, so called, between the towns of
House bills read and assigned in the
a husband and one daughter-Miss I^aura
AT
Castine and Brooksville, in the county of
Senate: An act to incorporate the TriniELLSWORTH. MAINE.
McCarthy, formerly of this city, a teacher
Hancock, from March 1 to November 1 in in the
BT THE
tarian Congregational parish, of Castine,1
public schools. Mrs. Leighton had
each year.
friends here, where she formerly
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
and to legalize the doings of said parish as
many
An act to prohibit scallop Ashing in
K. \\. K04.1.IMB. Editor and Manager.
heretofore known under the name of the
lived. Much sympathy is felt for ttaa
Bluehill bay from the Arst day of April to
Maine.
of Castine,
afflicted ones. By her kind life she lives
BaH«M'ri|»d«*» Price—$2 00 a year; $1 00 for Plx Trinitarian society
the Arst day of November in each year.
The funeral
ntiMoh*.; M> wins for three, months; If paid
heart.
amendment A adopted in concurin many a
[House
An act to incorporate the Mt. Desert to-day
in ndxunce, $1 30, 75 and 38 cents
Pin. |\
services were conducted by Rev. J. P. 8irc«|4v!’v lv Ml arrearages are reckoned at rence.
*
Trust Co.
the rate of
p r year.
Bills and petitions introduced; By Mr.
monton. The floral offerings were beautiHtfs— Are reasonable, and will
FRIDAY, MAR™ 10.
tiful.
Hutchins, of Penobscot; petition of 8. M.
__
known on application.
UIn the Senate the House bill, resolve
Thompson and forty-nine others, of
If yen bestow a favor forget it. but If
Bii«icommunication a should be addressed Sedgwick, for Milliken bill.
Referred to authorizing the land agent to release the
fc. nn'1 dim.. orders made payable to The
remember.
State’s interest in Halfway island, 'so- you receive one it is wite to
Ells
committee on temperance.
Publishing Con
k
10UMI
«nrb> VitliM*
We n*ver know how good we are going
Reports of committees: Mr. Clark, for called, i nHancock county, was read and
to be until the opportunity has parsed.
committee on judiciary, on bill, an act to assigned.
Committee reports: Mr. Clark, for the
extend the charter of Union River Water
Happiness is the arestest of tonics—the
Storage Co., reported same ought to pass. committee on judiciary, on resolve author- best of cosmetics—-and the envy of dysizing Frank Q. Spurling et als. to build a peptics.
Report accepted.
The same senator for the same commit- wharf into the tide waters of Cranberry
attorrtisirimta.
tee on bill an act to permit the Bar Harbor Isles, reported bill under same title and
to

AUGUSTA.

AT

2 hr drilsujorth American.

|

rPHE subscriber. Annie B. O’Ferrall. <’(
X
city of Baltimore, state of Marfl®®*
hereby gives notice that I have neen aw
appointed executrix of the last will and
lament and codicils thereto of Charle®
Mayer, late of said city of Baltimore.
ceased, and given bonds as the law direc
Being a resident of the state of Maryia®

and a non-resident of the State of Mal«®»*
have appointed Lae re B. Deasy, whose rest
dence is Eden, Hancock county. Maine,
whose address is Bar Harbor, Maine,
agent and attorney for the purposes 8Pfc,HW>.
in Revised Statutes of Maine, Chap,
tion
48.
All
persons having
against the estate of said deceased are
sired to present the same for settlement,
all indebted thereto are requested to ms
payment immediately.
inm
Annie B. O’Fbbrall, surviving
executrix estate Charles F. Mayer, dcc'as««
Feb. 7, 1905.
subscriber hereby gives notice
he hM been duly appointed
the last will and *testa*ment of
the count/
^Gott, late of Surry, in bonds
the
of Hancock, deceased,
and given
law directa.
All persons having
arc
against the estate of said deceased
sired to
present the same for setUemenL.
m ^
all indebted
thereto are requested to
payment immediately.
(ioTU
March 7, 1906.
Jos*** B* U0T^
»

*••‘-*5,

_

fpHE

***|

a®^

dem®«#.
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After they had come
standing Frank Claxton

to

an

took

under-

Virginia

Carter to dinner at Giovani’H. This understanding, the result of many misunderstandings, put an end to their engagement, and they chose to hold the
wake over their dead love at the tiny
restaurant where It had been born.
Neither talked much during the meal,
and when either spoke, for some reawas in a
son not easily explained. It
very low tone. The man said, “I suppose I had better return your letters?”
“There must be a great many of
them,” responded the girl, the corners
of her mouth trembling into a faint
smile.
•‘Yes. In—In three years”—
“I shall send yours tomorrow—that
la, I shall send all but one. I should like
to keep one—In memorinm.
May I?”
“If I may.”
“Certainly. ‘A fair exchange,* you
know.”
Claxton left her at the door of her
apartment something less than an hour
later. On the way to his ownjhome he
marveled that he should regret wlmt
had happened so little. The petty quarrels of the past few months had worn
out his endurance, he thought, and rendered him indifferent to their culmination. He wondered how she felt about
It. At all events, the separation would
leave him with more time—more time
to work, more time to devote to the
friends he had neglected since he had
begun caring for her.
In the matter of the quarrels he did
not consider himself blameless.
He
realized this, and admired himself a bit
for the inherent generosity which prevented his holding her solely to account.
Claxton reached his “place” in rather
a relieved frame of mind.
He opened
the door with n key fastened to a sliver
ring that she had given him on his
birthday and walked straight across
Beside
the library to his typewriter.
the machine was a tiny cushion she
had made for him to rest his elbow
qpon when he was “reading copy.” lie
recalled that it had come wrapped In
numberless pieces of paper, each one
inclosed inside the other, like the eggs
That was about
In a Chinese puzzle.
the time that the Interest aroused by
his tale of Central American life had
opened the hearts of editors toward
him.
Somehow the detective story he had
Intended to begin did not fly from his
finger tips as speedily as he had exThe first paragraph, after
pected.
writing which, he told himself, things
would go better, stood alone on the
page, a succession of stilted and unin-

viting

sentences.

Not in the mood,’* he confessed at
last and strolled down Broadway to his
club. The boy at the door didn’t know
him. and when, after satisfying the stupid fellow of his membership, he sauntered into the lounging room he was
in an exceedingly unpleasant liuuior.
“Parsons been here this evening?” he
inquired brusquely of an attendant.
“No, sir,” replied the man. “He does
not coine very often now, sir. Married,
I believe.”
Claxton cursed Tarsons from the bottom of his soul.
“Graham?” he asked.
“Mr. Graham was In about a week
ago. We don’t see him more than once
a

fortnight.”
“Funny,” mused Claxton. “By George,
the

I wonder if there’s any
place?”
There was. In the writing room—
Frederick Ford Ferguson, a youth Just
coaxing a timorous mustache Into existence and tolerated only for the sake
of his father. Major Ferguson, formerClaxton
ly of the Ninth Infantry.
would gladly have passed the youngster by, but he was bailed before he
could regain the hall.
“Stop a bit, old chap. I want to read
yon a line I'm sending to a friend of
mine at Daly's. Rather u clever letter,
you know."
Claxton tore himself away and went
back home. What was Miss Carter doing? He would have wagered a hundred that Phelps had called and taken
her out. Confound Phelps 1
The story went more smoothly, stimulated by the resentful energy of its
author. Prom 10 o’clock until nearly
daylight the typewriter clicked incessantly. When it stopped clicking, seven
pages of manuscript, much marred by
peneil marks, lay on the table near at
hand. It was a good story, he felt sure,
although there were two or three details concerning which he would have
liked a conservative opinion. “I’ll take
Virginia out for luncheon and read it
to her,” he thought. Then he remembered that they had agreed never to
see each other again—voluntarily, that
Is.
The day, which began with his rising
at noon, dragged along monotonously.
It was hard to realize that-he might
not speak to her over the telephone that
stood on his desk and harder still to be
convinced that she would not call him
up. Toward midafternoon Claxton unlocked a drawer and took out the nine
packages of her letters that represented a correspondence of three years. He
must choose the one letter and return
the rest to her.
To do this he must read every epistle in the nine bundles. Claxton, in
common with most men who write or
“ft, was a sentimentalist, and be wanted that the one letter should be the
dearest of all. The first that met his
eye he laid aside In the belief that it
would prove the dearest. Miss Carter
had penned it when he lay ill of fever
one

In

it 8an Jose do Guatemala. "Your cable was repeated to me at ‘Chicago,**
waa the message. “Otherwise I should
have been with you now. I know that
If your illness continued you would
need a nurse, and I felt that I could
not delegate to strangers the
privilege
of attending you." It was a womanly
letter—the letter of a woman mature in
heart and brain -and Claxton pondered
a long while before putting#it aside.
Next came a telegram, sent to his
apartments before the telophouo had
been Installed:
Please come tonight.
Am blue.
Have wired Minnie stay
home." A very sweet, dependent little message, but of course not to be
thought of as the single memento of
so
rlose a friendship as theirs had
been. It was even preferable to retain
the short note which he had always
ascribed to her literary genius rather
than to her feelings. "Each thought of
you. dropplug into the waters of my
heart, produces ever widening circles
of tender recollection."
Then there was an envelope from
her. on the back of which he hod composed a fragment of verse. It began:
Thou art so dear to me. my love—
So dear and, oh, ao necessary!

Claxton

remembered

that

she

had

prized the poem above anything else
1h» had given her. "It Is so fine to be
she had said.
thought ‘necessary/
In this manner be progressed through
five of the nine packages. Each letter
seemed more desirable than the rest
and every moment made a selection
less e. sy. This scrawl was a reassurance which*"TfTic had penciled on the
leaf of her programme at the theater;
that sheet of blue paper bore the first
words of affection he had ever received
from her.
At the bottom of the fifth bundle was
a
long envelope with the name of a
publishing company on its upper left
ha mi corner. The postmark was over
two years old. "Rejected manuscript,"
Claxton concluded, tossing it to one
side contemptuously. That had come
back in the days when rejected innnu-

airfjrrliscmmta.
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OF

PROMPTLY

ALDERMEN—

AND

advertised, the Equitable
School of Assurance Instruction opened March lft. Attendance larger than anticipated,

OFFICERS APPOINTED
PERSONNEL OF THE

TAKE8

OF

OATH

)as

necessitating

AS

SAME

BOARD

LAST YEAR— MAYOR

FOR

OFFICE

the third consecutive time

Alex-

Dr.

C. Hagerthy took the oath of office
mayor of Ellsworth in the aldermen’s

room

at Hancock hall last

Monday

Equitable

morn-

The

aldermen

oath

were

was

given the

also

oath

itppm-itiIUI1S

Life Assurance

PORTLAND, MAINE.

administered by CityClerk Thomas E. Hale. The newlylelected

ing.

accommo-

scholarship extended to
ANOTHER
l- *<m have been thinknDDADTiaiiTv April
UFrOKTUNITY lug about taking the course.
Send In your application. It’s
your opportunity and may mean dollars to you.
FRANKLIN If. HAZELTON, Manager,
Maine Agenry,

ander
as

new

nu

for

THIRD CONSECUTIVE TERM.
For

new

dations. School now in session at Equitable hall, fourth
floor. Centennial block. T>me

HAGERTHY

Society

(Continued from page 1.)

and

pleasure.
After the mayor-elect

awaited his

Killam, last Saturday evening. Miss Tripp
had taken his is the daughter 'of Alderman O. W.
Tripp
was
offered
Rev.
J.
M.
and has been employed as a recorder in
seat, prayer
by
of
the Congregational church. the office of the registry of deeds. Her
Adams,
oath of office

mayor by the city
the aldermen.

was

administered to the

clerk,

who also

swore

at

Sunday, March 19— Morningi'service at
10.30. .Sermon by the
pastor. Sunday
school at 11.45. Epworth league at 6.30.
Preaching at 7 p. m.
Trenton—Preaching Sunday at 2 p. m.
Mr. Himonton.
Rev. P .4. A. FCillam, pastor.
Sunday, March 19—Morning service ot
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Praise and
preaching service at 7 p. m.

many friends will extend their congratulations with best wishes for a prosperous

in

future.

door.
“So you
him.

First assistant—William It. Brown.
Second assistant-Samuel C. Chapman.
Overseer of poor—Arthur W. Austin.
Street commissioner
G. Frank Newr-

J. Af. Adams, pastor.
Sunday, March 19—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.
8. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, March 19—Service at 10.30
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.

a. m.

BuilnfM Notice*.
D. II.Tribou and F. T. Doyle, of the County
Supply Co., have just returned from a business
rip to Boston, wlitre they purchased their
spring stock. This is a new flr.n, having been
la business only^about a month, but it has a
large variety of the necessities of life—boots,
shoes and rubbers, hats and caps and crockery
hurt tin ware.
An inspection of the new stock
will pay the purchaser.

selves

worth

well

their cost.

In

a

lonely, too?” she asked

same as

last

year.
1 Rhode Island
hospital staff for six years,
Pound-keepers and fence-viewers—B. F. when he became connected with the State
Gray, ward 1; M. C. Smith, ward 2; James institution at Cranston, where he had been
Lymburner, ward 3; Hoyt A. Austin, superintendent for several years. He was
ward 4; Walter A. Bonsey, ward 5.
a member of the American medical asso-

master—Walter J. Clark.
ciation, the American academy of mediMember of the school board—Frank R. I
cine, the*Boston city hospital association,
Moore.
I and ranked high in masonic circles. BeThe election of a tax collector was left sides a widow he leaves one
son—George
on the table for consideration.
a cadet at the naval
at AnHarbor

Member of board of

health—George

F.,
napolis, and

A.

Parcher,

three years.
Sealer of weights and

measurts—Charles

The mayor at this point made the following appointments:
City marshal—John H. Silvy.
Committee on accounts and claims—Full
Finance committee—Aid.
and McCarthy.
Fire department—Aid.
tin and Patten.

Austin,

Mrs. Cousins has moved from the city
into the late Jesse Floyd’s house.

|

Moore

McCarthy,

Highways, sidewalks and
Moore, Patten and Tripp.

B.

first of the week.

board.

Gertrude Seeds, who has been ill
three weeks, is able to be out again.
Quite a large delegation from the Harvest Home grange went to East Bluehill
Saturday to attend the county grange.
Miss

for

Aus;

bridges—Aid.
1

City poor—Aid. Patten, McCarthy

Janitor of
Jay*.

Blue jays never go south, but stay
north during the coldest winters. It is
tuliil they live to he a hundred years
old. Very few people have ever seen
their nests or young. They can sing a
dozen different tunes. I never kill them,
for they once saved my life. I had been
lost in the woods for two days. Night
was coming, anil it began to snow. 1
built a bough camp, and while cutting
wood cut a hollow stub. When I split
it open I found four blue jays and
about a bushel of bread and meat. I
built a tire and ate about a peck of the
provisions. The jays did not go away,
but came up to the fire and appeared to
enjoy the heat. M.v feet were cold, and
I commenced to dance to warm them.
Then the birds sang the prettiest jig
tune I ever heard. The storm lasted
twenty-four hours. When it was over
I climbed a tall pine, but I came down
mad as a wet hen. I had discovered
the lumber camp about lifteen rods distant.—I.ewlston (Me.) Journal.
Tommy

Had

Help.

to you until
I’m hoarse!”
"Don’t blame me for all of it, mamma.
You know you talked a lot to papa
before he left this morning!”—Yonkers
Statesman.

"Tommy, I’ve talked

MARRIED.

and

|

March 8.

city library—Eugene

P. War-

ren.

Librarian—Adelaide

Desrre***

True.

of

Comparison.

On
public occasions Count von
SALARIES.
Moltke was frequently called upon to
The following salaries were voted by the ; propose the health of the Emperor Wilboard:
! Ham I. At small gatherings he would
! confine himself to the formula. “Long
City clerk—$200 and fees.
live the emperor!” On more important
City treasurer—$300.
occasions he would say, “Long life to
Chief engineer—$50.
his majesty the emperor.” At large
Assistants-$25 each.
public banquets the toast culminated
Inspector of buildings—$25.
in the words, “Long life to his majesty
Inspector of meats and milk—$25.
the emperor, our most gracious king
Janitor of Hancock hall—$2 per night
when hall is in use.
and master.”

j

City marshal—$45 per month; $15 per
winding city clock.
Street commissioner—$2 per day for
actual services; he to furnish his own conyear for

veyance.

Superintendent

schools—$500.
of poor—$50.
Stewards of hose companies—$35
Senator Hale Hose Co.—$310.
Chairman

of

overseers

each.

Ticonic Hose Co.—$300.
City Hose Co.— $310.
Board of health-$25 for secretary; $20

More SntiHfnotory.

“Why don’t you try to make a name
that will be respected by future generations?”
“My dear sir,” answered Mr. Dustin
Stax, “my vainity does not go so far.
I am content to make a fortune that is
respected by the present generation."—
Washington Star.
Conluenl

for other two members.

voted to hold regular meetings
the first Monday of each month at 7 p. m.
It was also voted that the rules and regulations governing the preceding board of
It

was

adopted.
The appropriations

were

laid

on

the

table for consideration.
Voted to take a recess until Saturday at
a. m.

Mr. Winkle—There. I’ve forgotten to
post your letter again. I am very absentminded.
Mrs. Winkle—Yes, your
mind has been absent a good many
yean.

aldermen be

10

\«rrrem**n*.

Advertising is like learning to swim.
Bare confidence, strike out and you will
surely win.

Night Coughs
Keep the bowels open with one of
Ayer’s Pills at bedtime, Just one*
ftaflroa&s anti Steamboats.

Commencing Doc. 5, 1904.
BAB HABBOB TO BANGOB.
A M

BAR HARBOR..
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferry.
Waukeag S Fy...
Hancock.
Franklin Road
Wash’gton June
ELLSWORTH...
Ellsworth Falls..
Nicollu.
Grten Lake
Late House.
Holden..
Brewer June.
Rttngor, Ex St
BANGOR, .VI C...
...

Portland.
Boston.

Orland, March 9. Mrs Tryphena
Dorr, aged 77 years, 6 months, 20 days.
FLETCHER—At Amherst, March 10, Adelbert
Fletcher, aged 35 years, 18 days.
GRAY—At Brooksville, March 14, Mrs Drusll'a
Gray, aged b9 years.
HASLEM—At Bangor hospital, March 8,.Mrs
Clara Haslcm, ol' Lamotne.
HAVEY—At West Sullivan, March 10, Mrs
Barney B Havey, aged 56 years, 5 months, 16
IIAWES—At West Brooksville, March 14, N A
Hawes, aged 71 years, 6 months.
HOOPER—At West Sullivan, March 6, Mrs
Sarah E Hooper, aged 79 years, 11 months, 15

days.

KEENE—At Providence, R I, March 13, Dr
George F Keene, aged 52 years.
LEIGHTON—At F.asthrook. March 6, Mrs John
8 Leighton, aged 52 years.
MOONEY-At Orland, March 6, Miss Nellie B
Mconey, aged 21 years, 4 months, 13 days.
PERRY—At Northeast
Harbor, March 12,
Charles C Perry, aged 60 years, 5 months, 4
PHILLIPS—At North Hancock, March 7, Mrs
Sarah S Phillips, aged 80 years.
PRE8SEY—At Brewer, March 11, Fred C
Pressey, of Deer Isle, aged 19 years, 6 months,
29 days.
SOPER—AtOrland, MarchS.^Wlnlfred W Soper,
aged 10 months.
URANN— At 8ulllvan, March 13, Capt John M
Urann. aged 68 years, 5 months.
WEAVER—At Ellsworth, March 11, Theodosia
S, widow of Alexander J Weaver, aged 76
years, 3|months.
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BAR HARBOR
*

PH

Saturday nights to Bangor only.
leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.13 p
and arriving Elltworth 1156 a m, 9.47 pm

Trains
in,
connect

with Washington Co R R.
fStop on slgoal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Bo»>
tOD and St. John.
are

earnestly requested

to

procar^

tickets before entering the trains, and especial!/
Ellsworth to Falls amt Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. & T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen*l Manager.

[astern Steamship Co.
BANGOR DIVISION.

Embargo
IN

Penobscot Bay.
Steamers
drawn

temporarily

from

will be resumed
as soon as

with-

Service

route.

immediately

ice conditions will

permit,
E. S. J. MORSE, Agent,

,

Bar Harbor, Ha,
CALVIN AUSTIN, V. P. & Geu'l Mgr,

Porcelain

Inlays.

The;most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H. GREELY
DENTIST.
Main Street,

Room 8, First National Bank
Building, formerly occupied by Ellsworth Dental Parlors.
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BANGOR TO BAB HABBOB.
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BONSEY—At Ellsworth Falls, March 11, David
T Bonsey, aged 81 years.
COGGINS—At South Surry, March 14, Capt
Charles B Coggins, aged 72 years, 5 months, IS
DORR—At
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Ice
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Passengers

BLaISDELL—BUAGDON—At West Sullivan,
March II, by Rev O (J Barnard, Miss .Jennie
Evelyn Blaisdell to Roscoe Bragdon, both of
Franklin.
BAVE3-MEADER— At Dublin, N H. March 8,
by Rev G H Hefflon, Miss ina E Eaves, of
Dublin, to Horace H Mcader, formerly of
Ellsworth.
MOON—LORD—At Ellsworth, March 11, by
Rev S W Sutton, Miss Dorothy M Moon to
Harvard II Lord, both of Ellsworth.
TRIPP—RICHARDS—At Ellsworth. March 11,
by Rev P A A Killam, Miss HannAh E Tripp,
of Ellsworth, to La Forrest A Richards, of
LlncoluvlUe.
WEBBER—KEI90R-At Ellsworth, March 11,
by Rev J P Slmonton, Miss Blanche G Webber
to Charles E Keisor, both of Ellsworth Falls

daughter.

Davis is very ill.
Asa A. Mitchell left for Klondike the

Benjamin

A±*rui.> r

Brown.

Illiif

Wood,

a son.

academy

one

WEST ELLSWORTH.

M. Brooks.

Moore.

and laid away.

A

'■

M£b. Peaks, who has been visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Howard Davis, left for her
home in Augusta the first of the week.
“Lonely? By George, and those letLibrary—Aid. Tripp, Moore and Austin.
ters"—
Horace H. Meader, one of our enterprisElectric light—Aid. Austin, Moore and
She was too clever a girl not to seem Patten.
; ing young men, and Miss Ina Elizabeth
Assistant overseers of poor—Aid. Tripp Eaves, of Dublin, N. H., were married
surprised, and he could not look
through the sides of her trunk into the and McCarthy.
Miss Effie A. Barron left Monday for
City property—Full board.
tray where reposed several pact ages
Mass. She stopped in Bangor to
Janitor of Hancock hall—Daniel T. Lowell,
of his letters to her, unsearched, unvisit her brother, Asa M. Barron, at the E.
Card.
touched, since first they had been read
Truant officers—J. H. Silvy, William H. M. G. hospital.
were

BORN.
DYER—At Franklin, March 8, to Capt and Mrs
Edward C Dyer, a son.
HASKELL—At Little Deer Isle, March 6, to
Mr and Mrs William I) llaskell, a daughter.
LUST—At Long Island, March 12, to Mr and
Mrs John It Lunt, a daughter.
SUMNER—At Amherrt, March 11, to Mr and
Mrs A E Sumner, a son.
TRACY—At Hancock, Feb 23, to Mr and Mrs
Howard S Tracy, a son.
WHITCOMB— At Ellsworth, March 11, to Mr
aud Mrs Benjamin U Whitcomb, a ton.
WOOD—At Orland, March 10, to Mr and Mrs L

\
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Ayer's Cherry Pectoral In my
eight vears. There is nothing equal
coughs and colds, especially for chiL
dren.”—Mbs. W. H. Buyuer, Shelby, Ala.
25c.. 50c., 01.00.
J. c. AVER CO„
I have used

for
family
to it for

It,is coming to be the fashion for summer
visitors to this section of Maine to buy desirable farms where, during the winter, they can
leave their horses and help.
Those who have
property of this sort to dispose of will do well
to communicate with 1’. F. Moran, Bar Ilarbo-,
whose advertisement appears
in
another
column.
big advertisement on page 7 of the W. It. Parker Clothing
Co. Rarely are bargains in wearing apparal

—

the

Pectoral
doctor’s medicine for all
affections of the throat, bronchial tubes, and lungs. Sold
for over 60 years.

Rev.

Special attention is called

markably short time the firemen had
three streams on the building. The pungs
were made by Elmer E. Rowe after plans
laid out by Chief Eaton, and are well
Building inspector Frank R. Moore.
adapted for the work intended. The next
Inspector of meats and milk —I)r. G. R. thing wanted by the firemen, and an artiCaldwell.
cle sadly needed by the city, is a new fourAuctioneers-Edward K. Hopkins, J. H. wheeled hose-wagon.
Higgins.
Ellsworth people will learn with sincere
Constables at large—D. L. Fields, J. H.
regret of the death last Monday, March
L.
F.
Bresnahan,
Hooper.
13, at Providence,: R. I., of Dr. George F.
First assessor—Fred B. Aiken.
Keene, who married Fannie R., youngest
Second assessor George W. Patten.
daughter of the late Erastus Redman, of
Third assessor—Levi W'. Bennett.
this city. l)r. Keene was born in South
City weighers-Samuel J. Morrison, Abington (now Whitman), Mass., fiftyJohn E. Doyle, Frank S. Lord. These two
years ago. He was graduated from |
were
elected
by acclamation, as also Brown in 1875, and from the Harvard med- !
were the surveyors of wood and
bark, ical school in 1879. He was one of the
are

Cherry

CONGREGATIONAL.

|

who

One dose of Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral at bedtime prevents
nigtit coughs of children.
No croup. No bronchitis. A

BAPTIST.

Mayor Hagerthy then addressed the
Ralph M. Holmes has returned from
meeting in a short speech. He spoke on Washington where he attended the inauoffered that can beat this. The sale lasts but
the dissatisfaction several citizens had exguration of President Roosevelt. En route one week.
pressed in the purchasing of the wood lot, home he spent a day in New’ York, and
Users of vitje-Ore are reminded that there Is
and explained his position in the matter.
also one in Boston. While in Washington
no need of sending to Chicago fora supply;
He also dwelt on the collection of taxes. he was a
of
John
B.
Redman.
guest
Judge
the local agent, .Tames II. McCollum, may be
He said the manner of collection in years
Young Holmes was appointed by Gov. found at Malone’s restaurant on Water street.
past was very unsatisfactory; that from Cobb as one of the
high school representabetween fl,000 and |5,000 was lost every tives of Maine to attend the
inauguration St»te of Ohio, city of Toledo, (
Lucas County,
year by the present method of collecting,
j
and
exercises,
proved to be the only one
Frank .J. Cheney makes oath that he Is senior
scripts bail not been half so rare as and said that a new method would surely from Maine.
Arm of F
f Cheney & Co doof
the
partner
good dinners or money with which to have to be adopted for the coming year.
Fire gutted the building occupied by ing business In the City of Toledo, county and
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
The board then proceeded to the elecpay rent. Something approaching cuFred E. Jellison on Water street Saturday sum of ONE HUNDHEI) DOLLARS tor each
riosity made him piek np the envelope tion of officers for the ensuing year. This noon. The blaze
in the roof and every ease of Catarrb-thar, cannot he cured
originated
by the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
again and draw the contents from its was done with a promptness that was
about the chimney, and was not discovFRANK J. CHENEY.
mouth. The story that lay before him surprising, the slate having been made up
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
ered until it had burned through. The
was headed. “From Frank Claxton, 211
before the meeting.
this
6th
of
December, A. D. 18S6.
presence,
day
firemen responded promptly, and in a
West Twenty-first Street," but the
A. W. GLEASON,
OFFICERS ELECTED.
SEAL
short time drowned the fire out.
The
Notary Public.
type unmistakably belonged to the maThe officers elected are as follows:
damage to building and contents w'as
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, and
chine which still remained a fixture
clerk—Thomas E. Hale.
acts
about
on
the
blood
and
covered
mucou
insurance.
surfaces
City
directly
|200,
by
The tale was one
at Miss Oerter’s.
This was the first fire at which the new of the system, send for testimonials free.
City treasurer—Timothy F. Mahoney.
that she had sent over bis signature to
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Chief engineer cf the fire department— pungs placed
in the Franklin
street
Sold by all druggists, 7ic.
an editor of whose opinion she h id felt
Take Hall's Family 1’llls for constipation.
Charles W. Eaton.
house were used, and they proved them/
certain, and it had in consequence been
returned to him when that gentleman
"I
had classed it as “unavailable."
thought you'd get a check.” Virginia
had confessed, “and I knew you'd
spend it without considering whys and
wherefores. It’s Just like Phelps! He
was enthusiastic over the [dot when I
told it to him last week.”
“Virginia,” he had remonstrated, “it
was like offering me charity.”
“Nonsense! I shouldn't have thought
of handing you money. I simply wrote
a story for you that you might have
written yourself if you laid taken
time.”
"Taken time! Good I.ord, bow much
time he had taken that year in just
such discouraging, unremunerative labor! How unhappy lie had been and
He
how awfully, awfully hard up!
hadn't begun spending every evening
with her then, and he hadn't begun
selling whatever he wrote either. “Nobody ever did—at first,” she had assured him.
For twenty minutes ('laxton sat silently on his chair islnnd in the middle
of a sea of letters. His fingers elung
to the rejected manuscript, but his eyes
looked beyond it into the past. All the
half forgotten history of his love for
Virginia farter had been recalled to
him with wonderful vividness—her unvarying goodness, the sweetness of
their Intercourse, the erstwhile strength
of his afTection for her. A ship's clock
In the adjoiniug room struck 2, the
nautical fashion of saying that the hour
was 5, and with quick resolution he began climbing into his evening clothes.
"I’ve come to take you to dinner,” Jie
said to Miss Onrter when she responded to his pressure on the button at her

Ayers

7.30.

UNITARIAN.

in the affirmative by Mollie HamilHurvey W. Mace, and in the
The
meeting of the newly-elected
Etta Jordan and Harry
members
of
the
government | negative by
city
Hollins.
Declamations will be rendered
was called to order by City-Clerk Thomas j
E. Hale at 10.30 Monday morning. It was i by several pupils.
voted that the returns of the several ward
Monday evening Wivurna encampment,
clerks be taken as evidence of the election. I. O. O. F., worked the patriarchal degree.
On motion it was voted that George W. Supper was served at 6.30. It was the ocPatten, of ward 4, be chairman of the casion of an official visit from the grand
board. Alderman Patten here took the patriarch of the grand encampment of
Maine. It was a very pleasant evening.
chair.
It was voted that the chairman be a
I^a Forest A. Richards, of Lincolnville,
I
committee of one to notify the mayor- and Miss Hannah E. Tripp were married
elect that the board was in session and at the
Baptist parsonage, by Rev. P. A. A.
cussed
ton

The

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday, March 17—Prayer meeting

Hev.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

of of-

fice by the city clerk. The personnel of
the board is the same as last year.

HWirrti'Bcmtnts.

CHURCH NOTES.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Ellsworth*

Office:

_ELLSWORTH.

J\

MAINE.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN

and

Seven Premiums

Six Dining Chairs and / Piirnn
( UlTUH
Large Arm Kocker
) with $10 assortment of our Soap*
Extracts, Spices, Tea, Coflea*
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standard Groceries Catalogue of MHt
OTHER PREMIUMS.

SURGEON.

HOME SUPPLY CO.,
AUGUSTA, UK

Dep. A,

MANNING BLOCK.
OFFICES,
Residence, No. 9 Hancock St.
TRLKPHONK.

2bbcrttsrn.nits.

FOR

SALE

At HANCOCK HOUSE

STABLE,

Several good business Horses, new and secondband Carriages, Harnesses. Agent for H. A.
Moyer's Fine Carriages. Everything as represented or no sale. Terns

reasonable!:

F.

H, GOULD.

Oriental Rug Works.
—

Beautiful, curly fluffy Bugs made from «w
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets*
Carpets cleaned clean. Send for circular.

L. L. MORRISON, SK0WHE6AN, ME*
A record

is better than

a

prospectus

Newspaper circulation is what counts for
advertisers.

Ibk

n
has
m
CJ :/it
fflct s
0*i *he other papers
6tneri do not reach so

in the
many.

f*r>r additional

County com-

From the Start

TH1 AMER-

i* not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
fee, bul it i» the only paper that can properly be called a County paper; all the
best are merely local papers. The circulation o/Ihk American, barring the Bar
ICAN

been

Harbor accord's summer list, is larger
than ihat of all the other papers printed

~CO l

ors

County Ne

tc*,

see

a

other pages

Accounts
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6*

are

visiting

Mrs. Warren Ford and son Oscar visited
friends at Stonington last week.
Fred

Cole,

Lewis

Smith and

Orrin

Stonington Saturday.
Miss Fern ice Mayo was the guest
Klivi Bess Byard at Sedgwick last week.
n W( re

in

of

Miss Mildred Smith spent last week in
ihe guest of Miss Mildred Eaton.

K2-w.hill,

*The Masons gave Mrs. Nancy Mayo a
Dinner was
Chopping-match Tuesday.
UNE FEMME.

March 13.

SEDGWICK.
Mrs. O. P. Carter was in Bluehill last
'tec
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Lizzie
^ Plena.
Frank Fitzgerald and wife have gone to
4?*omngion. They will be employed in the
m factory.
F. H. Dority was in Ellsworth on Friday
H*9«i Saturday of last week. He carried a
pnrty of seven ladies to Stonington last

fliesday.
lodge. No. 6, K. T., of RockC. L. Snow and
fourteen companions were in town March
f* find conferred the council degrees on
djhtecn. They were met at West Brooksjjfftle by S. H. Dority, who took them and

King

now

draw

interest

Hiram

7 hr ice-111. Master

fiseir paraphernalia to Eggemoggin lodge,
^Jvere the work was done. Ten from
were present.
A bountiful refnst was served by the brethren of SedgUUck. They left Thursday morning at 5
<ffr Rockland.
March 13.

C.

hear from

us

Catarrh

a

Mrs. Delia Gray, our postmistress, is
sick list this week.

on

you

by

that

to work
Miss

time.

fasortfils

Anodyne

•r\4 Pvt After run MikU-

LINIMENT
aorr throat, hoar**an<t eoogfea. For exand Internal uee.

Try I* for
nefls

ternal

I. S. JOHNSON 1 CO.,
are

Boston, Moss.

closing up

continue
lasts.

A few will

work.

as long as the
Josie Gray is

snow

in

Massachusetts.
and wish the

enjoyable time,
report
teaching; we almost
hostess many happy returns of the day.
hope not, for Maine can hardly afford to
C.

She

may engage

All

in

an

March 11.

lose her.

1

HALF SICK PEOPLE

Jnit sick enough io feel heavv-hecled, ia7.
INDIAN POINT.
and listless; to have no appetite, io
sleep badl/
serious illness of his sister taura, in BosSamuel Iceland and wife are with their tossing and tumbling about aornetimes unti
ton. She is in a hospital, having suffered
2 or 3 o'clock In the morning from one side
of
Manset.
Mrs.
Femald,
daughter,
i to the other; restless an 1 nervous, ami to
from paralysis.
base
ELLSWORTH, MAINE
Eugene II. Higgins, of Bar Harbor, is what you eat feel like lead In your stomach?
Mrs. R. A. Sinclair, who has been on the
not sick enough to lake to l>ed or call a
a week with his parents, Alonzo
doctor
spending
sick enough to n<»t know what to do.
sick list for some time, was worse last
I but just
Higgins and wife.
Ninety-nine times out of one hundred then
| Leonard Wooster lodge, I. O. G. T., for the week, but is again gaining. Her many
are all caused bj the stoma h.
for
symptoms
ill
been
Mrs.
has
Seth
quite
Harding
present quarter: Howard Young, C. T.; friends hope to see her out soon.
liver and digestive organs. Just think
for
For additional County Newt tee other page*
sometime with a severe attack of grip, j els,
a moment w hat habitual n gleet of the
I Rose Fcss, V. T.; Grace Kelley, secretary;
Geo. E. Cloason made a visit last week
.,tora«
i ach, bowels and liver means; sickness in
but is slowly gaining.
Sadie Higgins, assistant secretary; Emma to Bass Harbor, where he has four sons
stead
of health, nervous and wakeful Instead of
FRANKLIN ROAD.
It is reported that Miss Dorcas, the forj Hodgkins, treasurer; Martha Walker, F. engaged in the tishing business. At
irstful and cheerful. Now. all this can be remF. S. Graves is in Boston on business.
mer teacher, is to return. Her friends will
edied in one night. Smith's Pineapple and
:S.; Sarah Young, chaplain; L. S. Jordan, present they are taking scallops.
be glad to have her back.
Butternut Pills will always work wonders
for William M.; Augusta Jordan, D. M.; May Young,
Lee McKay is at work
Mrs. Nathan Foster, of Machias, with
They will regulate the functions of the liver
i guard; Frank Foss, sentinel; Nettie Foss, a son and daughter, is visiting her
Miles.
Josephine Crockett, of Holden, and little and bowels, immediately unload the
congesP.
C.
Emma
8.
J.
T..
son are spending a
few days with her tion, cure the constipation and cleanse
T.;
Ball,
Miss Mary Mullan has been quite ill !
tha
parents, Gapt. and Mrs. C. C. Johnson.
March 9.
blood of imparities.
W.
v
with the grip.
Elmer Johnson, of Boston, is also visiting mother, Mrs. Abbie T. Walla.
Anyone suffering from chronic constipation
William Reed, an old and respected citi- bilious*; \ sick headache or liver
his grandparents. He was accompanied
Miss Delia Clark, who has been quite ill,
MT. DESERT FERRY.
Complaint
zen, died suddenly last week. Funeral can tone up the entire system, elevate the
is convalescent.
by a friend who spent a week here.
Several are on the sick list with colds.
again make life reallr well w >rth pv.
spiritsand
Inwere
held
afternoon.
services
Sunday
Our old-time friend Clarence Moore, of
Daniel McKay has returned from his
log by a single week s Use of Smiths Pineapple
Little Mildred Gordon, of Sullivan, is Port Tow
work in the woods.
nsend, Wash., sent several of his terment was at West Eden. Rodman and Butternut Pills. They will give you the
spending a few days with Miss Maria friends here invitations to attend the Stover, a grandson, came from W altham, appetite of youth, your food will agree with
Miss Pearl Galiison is housekeeper for ; Foss.
funeral.
you and sound, refreshing sleep wfTl wait upon
grand lodge of Good Templars of that Mass., to attend the
James H. McFarland.
you. They are Nature's laxative, entirely
Arthur Jellison, who has been attending state which met Feb. 23. He is an officer
H.
March 13.
differentfrom anything you hare ever taken
Miss Laura Tracy, of Ellsworth, visited ! school in Charleston, is spending his vacabefore, and always cure sick beadn he, conI don't expect he really
in that body.
i tion at home.
GREAT POND.
her people here Sunday.
stipation and biliousness in one night 25
looked for us to come, yet it did us good to
cents at all dealers.
has
returned
from
Old
Tobias
Mclninch
and
Mrs. Victoria Butler, Eddie Graves and
of
George Hopkins
wife,
Trenton, be remembered and to know’ that Clarence
Ail genuine signed \V. F. Smith.
John Marshall are on the sick list.
recently visited her parents, Augustus I is yet in the ranks of the Good Templars. Town in poor health.
Carter and wife.
Miss Bernice Williams has been in AmMrs. Cowen, of Dedham, visited her
He has a host of friends in Maine who are
March 13.
SPEC.
herst the past week, the guest of Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. A. E. Tracy, last week.
glad to hear of him from any source.
SMITH 5 BUCHU
Abbie Rowe.
C.
March 13.
at
J.
F.
Knowlis
Miss Blanch Smith
|
WEST HANCOCK.
LITHIA PILLS
and
his
asR.
of
G.
indefinite
time.
Ellsworth,
for
an
ton’s in Ellsworth
Lowell,
Miss Blanch Smith has gone to EllsMANSET.
sistant
A POSITIVE dlRE FOR RHEUMATISM
surveyor, Mr. Garland, were in
Neighbors of Stephen Gross and wife worth to work.
AND ALL FORMS OF KIDNEY AMD
The si^ht and sound of the Catherine is town Friday night.
sincerely regret their removal to Hancock.
CSapt. George W. Dow, of Melrose, Mass., welcome after a lay-off of many weeks.
BLADDER ILLS.
«
that
I
think
the
gentle
poets
sing
spring
word
his
that
E. R. Tracy has received
AT ALL DIALERS-15 CENTS.
is in town on business.
of must be exploring the Arctic regions.
of
is
THB
the
the
AT
A
CURE
PEOPLES
PRICE
of
is
seAmong
signs
spring
putBangor,
sister, Mrs. Lucy Jones,
D. G. Means and w ife, of Surry, visited
ting in the dock of Capt. James Parker’s We grow weary awaiting her return.
riously ill.
relatives here last week.
is
where
she
vessel, Cosmos,
undergoing
Hauling hark is at present the beat of
Howard Tracy and wife are receiving
Mrs. Irving McFarland is w’ith Ralph
to the fishthe season. Several teams went to Ricecongratulations on the birth of a son— Moore and wife, in Ellsworth, for a few necessary repairs preparatory
ville during the winter and returned
ing season.
Alfred Henry.
days.
borne, for the roads were so bad they could
Friends of Mrs. Amos Newman, of SeaMarch
13.
Miss Elizabeth Eldridge, of Brewer, was
8UMAC.
not haul enough to pay expenses.
were soiyy to hear of her unfortuwall,
here to attend the funeral of her aunt,
March 13.
E.
nate accident last week.
A fall resulted in
CENTER.
E.

E. Swett had

news

recently of

|

the

The First National Bank

COUNTY NEWS.

Mrs. Sarah S.

Phillips.

the putting of her elbow out of joint. Dr.
Mrs. Almena Record in is very ill with
GOTTS ISLAND.
Phillips was called and she is doing as well
pneumonia.
portable
Miss Phebe E. Gott has been to FrenchMrs. Howard Pierce has been visiting at cock, contemplates using
as could be expected.
oven of 100-loaf capacity.
Gladys Weston and Carl Higgins are ill
boro on a business trip.
Gc&anvllle.
The wood-work on the glue factory has
who is w’ith the grip.
of
Melrose,
Mass.,
George
Dow,
had
S?tb
Hatch
a
been completed.
The building in now
Opt.
chopping match
Philip Moore has had a crew cutting and
There will be a concert at the Methodist
in
business
with his brother-in-law,
4**- Wednesday.
for machinery which will be put in hauling weir stuff on Bar Island.
ready
church next week.
George W. Young, was here recently.
place soon. It makes a large and imposing
Those who have been cutting wood on
Mrs. Jeremiah Greenlaw, of Oceanville,
March 13.
G.
Mrs. Lois Bartlett went to Southwest
1 h?r daughters, Mrs. Anthony Bye
building, and it is hoped this new busi- Placentia have their wood nearly all home.
Harbor last week called by the illness and ness will be a favorable addition
to our
Mrs. Howard Pierce, last week.
March has given ua some good weather,
EAST FRANKLIN.
death of her brother, Joshua Marshall.
industries.
when compared with our terrific FebS“he walls and ceiling of the church have
March 9.
H.
Orrin York and wife have gone to SulliHerinon Smith left Monday for Boston
been freshly tinted. John Foster did the van Center to visit his
ruary.
people for a few
where he will enter the hospital for exBLUEHILL FALLS.
V.ork. Thare is promise of further im- days.
|
lobsters are now bringing thirty-two
animation
and
treatment
of
necessary
Brooks Gray is a victim of the grip.
provements.
cents. Those who are fortunate enough to
Mrs. Lizzie Bragdon and daughter Gera
lame knee. His lameness, thought to
Mrs. Dora S. Currier and daughter, with
get any do well.
Wiley Conary and Cecil Gray are on the have been caused
trude, of Latnoine, are visiting Mrs. Bragby rheumatism, has
sick list.
C'*'o friends, drove across the Reach on don’s
We art- blocked in with snow, and if we
sister, Mrs. A. C. Madison.
into
more
serious
developed
symptoms.
fwuirday, and called on her cousins, Mrs.
are to have an early spring, as some preBrooks Gray and wife were at Sedgwick His mother will
Mrs. Benjamin Graves, of Northeast
him.
accompany
II. P. Gray and Mrs. Brainard Smith.
and North Brooklin Wednesday.
dict, there will evidently be many washHarbor, who has been here the past six
W. H. Ward, who has been in Gloucester
M*. Thayer, of Stonington, who has weeks
Mr.
with
his
care
for
her
mother
who
is
comMayo,
helping
workmen,
for several weeks to dispose of a cargo of
tKo.n visiting his friend, Howard Pierce,
March 13.
CHIPS.
menced work on the Kevin cottage at Mill
ill, returned home to-day.
frozen herring taken there by his vessel,
Idii, Thursday w'ith hound and snowshoes
island to-day.
March 20, will be the Frankthe Cosmopolitan, returned home last
Monday,
for a hunting tour on the mainland.
March 13.
CRUMBS.
SWAN’S ISLAND.
lin town meeting day, and the ladies of
week having sold not only the cargo, but
March 11.
G.
The V. I. society meet with Mrs. S. J.
the Baptist church will serve dinner at
the vessel as well. The Cosmopolitan will
iltibrrtiarmmta.
Stinson Friday.
be missed from the fishing fleet here.
their dining rooms at the church.
SOUTH SURRY.
March 11.
E.
Edgar Holbrook, of Vinal Haven, is in
The many friendy of Mrs. B. B. Havey,
Mr. Hamilton, of the Surry high school,
town for a few days.
of West Sullivan, w-ere pained to learn of
calling on friends here yesterday.
SARGENTVLLLE.
her death on Friday last. Mrs. Havey was
Miss Bacon, one of our former grammar
Others on the sick list are J. Cunningborn and brought up here, ani was dearly
school teachers, is visiting friends here.
J. Frank Gray is on the sick list.
tiam and wife, Mrs. James Young, Mrs.
loved and respected by all.
Schooner William Keene, of Machias,
The chapel circle met Thursday w-ith
Calvin Young.
Married in Sullivan, by Rev. O. G. BarThat’s what a prominent Henry Sargent.
came in for a harbor one night last week.
Mrs. Lina Cunningham, who has been
nard, Miss Evie Blaisdell, one of our
The smack Verna G.
Miss Flora Bowden is home from the
returned from
said of Scott’s
ill, is recovering, and Ralph Withara, w ho
highly respected young ladies, to Roscoe Iruggist
Portland Friday after having been towed
Castine normal school on a vacation.
W&2 taken ill at James C. Young’s is betBragdon, of Franklin. Their friends wish Emulsion a short time
there by the tug Scandinavian, of PortHenry W. Sargent and w ife, who have
ter, and has gone home to Bluehill.
them a long and happy wedded life.
been under the doctor’s care with the grip, land.
As
a
rule
we
don’t
Yhe remains of Alice, daughter of Ira P.
ago.
March 9.
Married,at the home of the bride MonM.
are out.
Arthur Sargent is ill w ith it.
end Mary Witham. and w'ife of Fred M.
Mar. 6, by Rev. C. E. Petersen, Mrs. use or refer to testimonials
day,
of
Boston, were brought to Mor- A. C.
Haskell,
Through a mistake in last week’s paper
SEAWALL.
Urann to George Madison. Their
in addressing the public, Walter Sargent and Herbert Allen regan’s Bay last week for interment.
Ezekiel Jackson’s oldest girl Fidelia is
friends wish for them a happy wedded
turned from M. C. I., Pittsfield, instead of
Mrs. Ha Bellatty, Frank and Clifton life.
are
our
seriously ill.
among
They
highly respected but the above remark and from Charleston as stated.
were called home last week by
Walter Newman and wife are settled in
people.
similar expressions are
Che serious illness of their father, Capt. C.
Parker Billings, when returning from their new home.
Mrs. Sarah E. Hooper, an aged lady and
B. Coggins, who has been in failing health
town
ran into Colemeeting,
accidentally
former resident here, died at the home of made so often in connecMrs. James Walls, her daughter, Mrs.
for a long time. Little hope is entertained
man Carter, the horse knocking him dowm.
her daughter, Mrs. Van B. Gordon, at West
tion writh Scott’s Emulsion Mr. Carter, being deaf, did not hear the Frank Haskell, and her husband went
for h'u recovery.
The remains were
home to Carver's Harbor March 6.
I Sullivan, last week.
March 13.
TRAMP.
team. He was not seriously injured.
brought here and laid beside those of her that they are worthy of
Mrs. Amos Newman fell and dislocated
On Wednesday Eugene Allen, Mrs.
husband and children.
Surely a good occasional
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
note.
From Isaac Allen, Miss Ella Thurston, Mr. and her right elbow on town-meeting day.
woman has gone to her rest.
The arm is still so swollen that the doctor
Messil and J. A. Moore and wife were
Ct»pt. John Ray, of Bayside, is visiting
March 13.
R.
cannot yet tell whether any bones are
■nfancy to old age Scott’s Mrs.
hi* brother George.
invited to spend the day with Curtis DurEmulsion offers a reliable gain and wife at North Brooksville. Upon broken.
Mr. Fernald, of Somesville, was on the
MARLBORO.
March 13.
found the horses harnessed
Island one day last week.
means of remedying im- arriving they
Mrs. Abbie Bowden, who has been ill
into a big sled ready to take a party of
and
wife
were
at
Goose
Georgs Ray
with the grip, is better.
HANCOCK POINT.
proper and weak develop- nine into the camp four miles away where
Co. on business Friday.
Arthur Hodgkins has gone to DorchesGeorge A. Phillips is at home.
were served w ith a camp dinner.
It
they
Merritt and Everett Ober made a flying
ment, restoring lost flesh wa« a delicious dinner, and the cook looked Mrs. Chester Lounder is home from
ter, Mass., to visit friends.
Bos\X,'i to the Island recently.
Thad Hodgkins, who is working at Bar
\nd vitality, and repairing on in despair at the way the food disap- ton.
P.
H.
Johnson
is
in
Melrose
Capt.
Harbor, is home for a few days.
peared. The ride back through the woods
The telephones were put in last week on
vaste.
The action of was
ni^hiands visiting his family.
grand. Mr. Durgain is doing an ex- the line that was established here last fall.
Edward Treadwell and wife, of EllsF-vhool closed March 3, after a successful
icott’s Emulsion is no tensive lumber business.
worth, spent last week with their son
Miss Brownell, who is to build a
cottage
terra iHught by Miss Vina Ray.
March 13.
M.
George.
here, has sent her plans to S. J. Johnson
more of a secret than the
Jesai^ Fullerton and Vina Ray, who have
for an estimate. She
Mrs. C. L. Estey, of Brockton*, Mass.,
expects to be here
t> 'en visiting at Bayside, are home.
ISLESFORD.
later on.
imposition of the Emul
spent a few days last week w'ith her parThe Thimble club will meet with Mrs.
Mrs. Caddie Bartlett has returned from ents, Nahum Hodgkins and w ife.
March 13.
jg#
it
ion itself.
What
does Hattie Jarvis
Bar Harbor, wrhere she has been visiting
next week.
Your correspondent visited at the home
h^r
Mrs.
Amanda
in-lawr,
t does through nourishMarshall, of Lew'is Jordan at Mt. Desert
Edna Campbell leaves next week for
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Ferry one
Vh.> is i jioor health.
day last week. Mr. Jordan told me that he
Samuel Lowe went to Rockland
March 13.
ment—the kind of nourish- Castine, to attend the normal school.
B.
Monday.
had cut his wood in the woods, hauled it to
James Sprague is home from Bar HarMrs. Frank Gray is quite ill with heart
ment that cannot be ob- bor, where he has been for treatment.
the door and had the most of it cut up for
WEST EDEN.
trouble.
the stove. Mr. Jordan will be eighty-five
uned in ordinary food.
Roderick Stanley and Venter Gilley are
ivory Higgins, who has been in the
Miss Clara Allen, ol
Beside doing that he
Sargentville, is visyears old next May.
home from Bar Harbor, where they have
all winter, is home.
X...
iting Mrs. Frank Hardy.
\o system is too weak or
has assisted his wife about the housework,
been
the
school.
attending
high
Georg? Phillips, who was clerking for as she is in very
llosea Barbour has gone to
poor health.
Kenosha,
ielicate to retain Scott’s
Willie Young is home from Southwest
D. W. M_Kay the past winter, has reMarch 13.
Wis., where he has employment.
ARE.
turned to Hancock.
hnulsion and gather good Harbor, where he has been having a gasoAmos Scott and wife are home from
line engine put in his sloop boat.
Mrs. Abigail Mayo, who has been
New London, Conn., for a short visit.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
rom it.
Mrs. Jasper Myers and children, who
eluding the winter with her son, Rev. G.
March 13.
p
Miss Gertrude Coggins has returned
Mayo, at Winter Harbor, is home.
have been with Mrs. Julia Gilley during
Ve will send you a
from Castine, where she has been attendto
the
return
to
free.
Lubec
Chester Rich and wife went toStoningnext
winter,
expect
sample
ing school.
Zliibcrttannmta.
week.
ton last Wednesday, called there by the
Be sure that this picture in the
Mrs. Rich’s mother,
4ous i’lnesa of
Galen, son of R. H. Young, is home
form of a label is on the wrapper
Frank Bunker and wife have moved in
Mrs. Ray.
bottle
of
Emulsion
of every
from New York, for a visit, after an abyou
their new house and Everett Fernald and
A
Funeral services of William Reed, of sence of eight years.
| buyfamily will move into the tenement vacatIndian Point, were held at the schoolhouse
Miss Ophelia Wooster, who has spent
SCOTT & BOWNE ed by them.
^
tore 8mday afternoon, under the order the winter at the home of her
sister, Mrs.
A goodly number attended the party on
Chemists
Of the Free Masons, Rev. Clarence Emery, W. T.
is
in
her
own
bouse
Coggins, living
IVROWX'S INSTANT UI UKK ,b<ml<!
InC! Southwest Harbor, officiating.
"J 40? Pearl St., N. Y. Tuesday evening given in honor of Mrs.
again.
Felly puarantee !.
terramt was at Mountain View cemetery.
M„,h.-very
Mo'her*
can 5°™^
George H. Fernald’s birthday. Refreshdepend upon
March 13.
MUM.
Norway Medidre Co No-wa,
Following is a list of the officers of
k' 50c. mi $1; all druggists. ments were served, and games were played.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

oonsUp*t1on,billouaniMaad
are cured by

bowel trouble*

JOHNSON'S

Stinson thinks of going to
during her vacation.
Sheriff Mayo made a visit to town recently, and looked after the slot machines.
Alton Billings, wife and two children
are visiting Mrs. Billings' parents, WilMiss Susie

Boston

Winter’s

Costiveness

ef.nflnenie end kindred
fnctloni of the l.ronehlel
tube* yield readily to

f

lard Dow.and wife.

April 1,1905.
Let

oth«r pay*

the

their

in

A E. Farnsworth, of Tremont, was in
Cowu last week.
Key. and Mrs. E. S. Drew have been ill
fir* » asL week w ith the grip.

C.

opened

in

days.

Most of the lumbermen

Fben Allen is quite ill.
Brook!in has four mails per day now.
Capt. F. W. Wells was in Ellsworth last
Fred Phillips and wife

in Maine and

from

BROOKLIN.

«

several counties

in

other States.
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Miss Annie Stinson is in Bangor for
few
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Mr.

Gross, who recently moved to Hana

Reid

HOOD RUBBERS
/hoqd\
TRADE

Remedy

MARK

NOT MADE BY A TRUST
/f you camor cer

r*£ss bob-

Ofvs sxa*r/vt/fia£*t&r-#'/?/r£t/s

Healthy

Children

SAVED JIIY LIFE’

OOME

/

\ BOSTON

It DNdl only a
little mlcbtalHfM to
kwii cblMrni InKmxIbraltt).
Look for be ny u»ptoma o t 11 tile

111a And treat them
ward off more aortoua aicknea*.

promptly

to

Dr. True’s
ELIXIR
la the emit remedy for childhood «*o«n
plaints. For alomarh And bowel d.aoedera. m unseat ion. < onetipatiun. poor
Appetite, fever* and worma It la un
Nervouaura*. peeTta?'
equaled.
neaa and a
languid feefin# all
Indicate trvtiMea that are traced
usually to tl>e atomarh. and
quirk relief f jI low a the uae of
llr. T ruf'a Kllstr. ilvw tnji*r»lm
All dnaMl.tt(. Writ® for fre* bookie*.
•*Children and Their Plwaani "

DR

J. F. TRUE A CO.. Auburn. Me

Cross?
Poor man 1 He can’t help it.
It’s his liver. He needs a
liver pill. Ayer’s Pills.
Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

Buckingham’s Dye

50ct«.of

We

druggiiUor R P.

Nashua.

N H

promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign

PATENTS

model, sketch or photo of invention
freereport on patentability. For free
Bend

^^TRADE-MARKS T

OPPOSITE U.5. PATENT OFFICE

WASHINGTON.D.C.-

Pauper Notice.of Kll*

contracted with the City
worth to support
HAVING
for those
need
five yW
and care

wn»

m »y

distance during the next
and are legal residents of Ellsworth. 1
all person* trusting Lliem on ray account.,
there Is plenty ol room and accommodations v>
care lor them at the
City Farm house.
M. 4. Dpcm***-

Thk Ellsworth America*
[The only county paper.]

THURSDAY MORNING, MARCH 16,
shall start

TEN DAYS CLEARANCE SALE in order to clean up our stock and make room for
We have just finished our annual stock taking and find we have many broken lots of
new goods.
desirable and seasonable goods in
we

a

Men’s Suits and Odd Pants, Boys’ and Children’s Suits,
which must be sold.

profits

We have given our stock a thorough overhauling and propose to rub out the
for the next ten days in order to make our sale attractive and give customers bargains which

they will be

sure

to

appreciate.

OVERCOATS.
Young

regular $10

Men’s

Overcoats,

for this

PANTS

values in

sale,

Long-cut,

latest

style

find

some

prices $8

$15

AVe shall offer

some

price,

styles

R. S. & W. brands of $lo
and $16 suits; for this sale,

Remember,
we

want to clean

house and start
with

a

your

some

98c.
$3;

sale

department.

price,

$1.49.
Still another lot at

“

4.00

“

3.00

3.00

“

2.25

2.50

“

1.98

just

equally

ruinous

prices,

$1.98.
In addition to these

3.50

we

assortment of Men’s Fine

in worsted and

have

usual

our

Dress Trousers,

cassimeres, $3.50

to

$5. \J

UNDERWEAR.
"We
en

still have

of Men’s

a

few doz-

Medium-weight

Shirts and Drawers

at

19c.

“

Drawers at

50c Shirts and Drawers

at

37c.

18

Coat,

Shirts and

75c.

$22

§2S Coats,
23

SI

following prices:

35

SHIRTS.

in

Men’s Hats.

Hathaway

and Monarch fine

Prices.

at

in

elegant

98c.

and

Several lines of Men’s Soft and Stiff Hats

Negligee Shirts,

patterns,

Bargain
Men’s

regular

50c

quality

commencing Thursday, March 16, and ending March

25.

Remember, it’s the store that always has what is advertised.

a new,

fresh stock,
which will be

fine Summer

Shirts, 39c

Special
low

prices

on

Elite, Douglass
and Franklin
Shoes to

the best New

clean up

York and Boston
markets afford.

odds and

each,
choice,

Look for the big sign in our window. Come in and look over our
bargains. Don’t mistake the place, don’t mistake the date,
a.T.a

our

few of

four of these celebrated coats left to close

in

fall and winter suits which we
sold for $12, 13 and 14; d*Q QQ
sale price,
Onr entire line of H. S. & M.

in this

4.50

45 Raccoon
line of the latest

only

soiled;

$7.48

North Star Fur Coats.
AVe have

Fancy Cassimeres and Worsteds

large

attractive

special bargains

out and offer them at the

7/ A

in

are

are

§5.00 Suits, $3.75

Heavy-weight; former
$10,

of which

Children’s Suits.

Men’s Suits.
sale

There

Another lot that have sold for $2, $2.50

$12.00.

to

values at

Working.

We have sorted out all of
ends.

and

any of our regular
Overcoats at this sale for

Medium and

great

$5.00

Over-

buy

can

over-stocked with Youths’ Suits and

can

regular §10 Suits
patterns, for this sale,

$7.98.
You

are

Youths’

$12 values,

coats:

AVe

you

$6.98.
^ Men’s

for Dress or^

Five Combination Stores in Maine:

Ellsworth, Oakland, Madison. Caribou and Lisbon Falls.

our

winter stock.

■

The Man Who
Was Wronged

CuUNTY NEWS.

|Copyright, 1906, by T. Cf. McClure.]
Jim Cassidy was a brute of a man.
flBuit was no more his fault thau if
he had been born a wolf, His nature

Death of Mrs B. B. Uavey.
On Friday, March 10, 1905, Sarah I., wife
of Barney B. Havey, of the firm of Crabtree & Havey, died at West Sullivan, leav-

Jdhers,

had come down to him from
and be but lived it.
When Cassidy got his first term in
prison it was for burglary, lie had enlered a dwelling house at nighttime
and stolen money and goods. The owner of the place was a well off man. lie
could spare what had been taken an 1
never miss it. The burglar could uot
understand why so much fuss was
made over it. lie felt injure l when the
lawyer spoke of him as a criminal and
when the papers had something to sav
about his hangdog look. It seemed to
him to be a combination against him,
a conspiracy to prevent him from living bis natural life.
happened that
By and by, when it

additional Onunlu Nt «...

lee other

pager

^utiaimnu.

COUNTY NEWS.
So-

Additional

County JVetr*,

nee

other page*

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

OAK POINT.

WEST SULLIVAN.

Percy Dyer, of Bangor, was in town
Sunday, visiting relatives.
George W. March, of Boston, arrived in
town last week, on business.
ing a large family circle and many friends
Capt. F. L. Murch’s workmen left for
who mourn the loss of a devoted wife,
their respective homes last w'eek.
fond mother, a true friend and an earnest
Hartford Murch left last week for New
worker.
Mrs. Havey was the daughter of

Christian

Ly-

Hooper; she was born
September, 1848. Mr. and

sander and Esther
in Franklin in
Mrs.

Havey

were

married in 1872.

Five

their home, four of whom
are living; Percy, the third son, died when
only a few months old.
In early life Mrs. Havey sought that life
which is made complete in Christ. As long
sons came

to

York,

to

join

the

Rnllds up that System.*
Hon. Joseph H. Ridgeway,
Secret**of the American Anti-Treat
Soeiat
writes the following letter
from
*
(Irami Central Hotel, St. Paul,
Minn
It I* with (treat pleasure that
dorse Peruna as

of’
■

Is Calculated to
tin* FuncRestore
Tone up the System,
tions and Procure Health.”

f'L

".eveals That “Pe-ru-na

all it
to do
claims. I have
used it several
times and know
of nothing that

Misses Alice A. Minton and Angie A.
Alley returned home from Caatine last

__

com-

pletely, and

Mrs. Alma 8. Alley and Mrs. Georgia H.
Murch, who have been quite ill, are con-

at

the same time
builds up the

valescent.

system.

George B. Murch and a lady friend were
the guests of Capt. Fred L. Murch and
as she had strength her thought and efforts*
wife recently.
both in the home and in her social life,
Aubrey L. Alley, of Seal Harbor, visited
were given for the advancement of the
his parents, D. B. Alley and wife, Satura faith
With
of
righteousness.
kingdom
day and Sunday.
that knew no wavering, she sought to help
PLUTARCH.
March 14.
her friends and loved ones to see the higher

#

so

cures

week.

the detectives were giving Cassidy a
life as it was revealed to her.
rest for a few weeks, lie got married.
She '»was? one of the founders of the
LAMOINE.
In his way he loved the young woman.
Methodist church at West Sullivan, and
Miss Mary Covey is visiting in GouldsIn another way she would be of help
of
the
also a charter member of the Order
boro.
to him. lie knew and respected other
Eastern Star. Both in the church and soon what their wives
Miss Bernice Jordan, of Trenton, is emmen who lived
ciety she was an earnest worker as long as
at Lewis King’s.
Carmel at the wash tub, aud he had no
ployed
her health permitted.
doubt of being respected in his turn.
Capt. Charles Hodgkins has gone to reFor many years Mrs. Havey had been in
He had been married a week when he
vessel.
feeble health, often going down close to sume command of his
blackened bis wife's eyes and broke a
and daughter, who have
Hodgkins
the valley of death, but for the past few
Dyer
couple of ribs for her. He felt that it months she seemed to be much better, and been spending the winter in Waltham,
was his privilege. When the police and
her friends hoped to see her return to her Mass., are home.
the judge differed with Dim lie looke l
active life, but on March 5 she was taken
Lamoine grange will present the drama,
Upon it as a put up job to discourage down with the
pneumonia, and in less “Willowdale,” in Grange hall, Friday evehim from seeking natural enjoyment.
than a week the struggle for life was over. ning. After the drama ice-cream and cake
While he was serving his sixty days
Her death makes sad the hearts of the will be served. If stormy, play wTill be
a fellow
prisoner told him that the
people of Sullivan, and the parting has given the next pleasant evening.
great constitution of the United States caused a heavier blow to fall
upon her
Clarence King and sister, Mrs. James
guaranteed every man certain rights.
There were eight or ten of these rights,
Chamberlain, who were called home last
The funeral services were held at her week
by the illness of their sister, Miss
According to the man’s list, and Cashome on March 13, Rev. O. G. Barnard
Emma King, returned to Boston yester*idy came forth with a determination
officiating.
to have them all. The law had heretoday. Miss King is more comfortable at
The floral offerings were profuse and
fore depended on bis ignorance and
present.
There were pieces from the O.
beautiful.
H.
March 14.
taken advantage of him. He would
masonic
David
A.
E.
from
lodge,
Hooper
S.,
now show the law that he knew his
from the Golden Rule society, from many
privileges and was bound to maintain children and
EAST BLUER ILL.
grown people. An especially
them. Within a week lie had broken a
fine floral design of white pinks was from
Dorothy A., wife of Henry H. Eraerton,
a
with
assaulthead
rock,
policeman’s
died of pneumonia Tuesday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Crabtree.
ed a man who differed with him about
Sylvester D. Grindle came home last
the social status of state’s prison, stolEAST LAMOINE.
Thursday from township No. 22, where he
en a
wagon and robbed a drunken
has been at work for N. Jordan.
Death of Mr*. William He slam
man. With the constitution on his side*
The county grange met here last Saturhe felt that he was getting along.
Clara, wife of William Haslam, died
March 8 at the Bangor hospital, aged fifty- day. The day was fine and the attendance
Mrs. Cassidy would have come in for
another beating in time, but she has- two years. Mrs. Haslam had been in poor large. Many remained over night.
health for some time, and only three
tened the event by becoming a mother.
Arthur P.
arrived
home
Emerton
go to the hospital, March H. He has been at work at the logBeing busy at the time, the husband j weeks ago consented
her
disthat
for
a
week.
an
examination
the
but
adjourned
beating
proved
ging camp of Herbert Jackson on township
Then he blackened her eyes, broke her ease, cancer, was too far advanced to admit No. 22.
of
an
a
he
and
dislocated
and
shoulder,
operation.
jaw
March 14.
G.
The remains were brought home last
took it very ill of an officious neighbor
who hastened away and informed the Thursday and the funeral was held at her
TRICKY BRAIN ( KLL.
home, Rev. J. P. Simonton, of Ellsworth,
police and secured his arrest.
The wife died, and Mr. Cassidy was officiating. The large number of friends
What llnnnpns When We Know n
put on trial for manslaughter. He con- and neighbors who were present testified
Name Which Kscapp* la.
sidered it altogether unfair. lie was to the esteem in which the deceased was
The anatomy of the nervous system
missed
from
be
She
will
under
the
to
held.
constitution
greatly
privileged
jmd consequently Its physiology was
beat his wife, while she was not priviher home and from the community.
regarded in the past as very simple.
and two sons, an
to
a
husband
die under it. She had died to
She leaves
leged
showed that the specific brain
spite him, and he looked upon it as aged mother—Mrs. Elizabeth Swett, and Cayal
cell is an indepen<!e:1T unit provider!
more spite when he was somehow sent
one sister—Mrs. S. W. Bennett, all of this
with multiple processes. by means of
to prison for fifteen years.
place, also three brothers Oren, Lorenzo
which it Is capable of acting ret
in
West.
live
the
all
the
who
Of
things that hurt him most and John Swett,
through one nerve alone, but several.
were the words of t e prosecutor.
He
This independent brain unit or c II is
Death of Mr* Edward Huckins
had called direct attention to his evil I
called a reur n.
face and his previous record aud ha l i
The death of Margaret Berry, widow of
A simple illustration of li.r.v tic neuvowed that he was more of a wild
Edward Huckins, at the advanced age of
ron works is furnished by our nut inbeast than a man. Nothing else hurt like eighty-two years, ten months and two
frequent hunt for a name or an idea
this, and he determined on revenge.
days, which occurred March 6 at the home which we know we possess. We feel
From the day he entered prison Cas- of her daughter, Mrs. N. D. King, removes
that the name is there, but we cannot
sidy lived only to escape and secure one of the oldest and most highly-rerecall it. We get various names near
revenge on the man who had hissed at spected women of the town.
it, beginning even with the same letter
him in court.
He didn’t blame the j Her health had been gradually failing
or the same vowel sound, yet only after
judge or the Jury. As for the neighbors for the past few years, but she had been minutes or even hours does it
actually
who had volunteered their testimony,
most tenderly cared for by her daughter
occur to us.
ho would knock them about aud let it ! with whom she resided.
What is supposed to happen is that
go at that, but the prosecutor should
The funeral was held at her home, Rev.
the particular cell of intellection which
die by his hand. His words were re- J. P. Simonton
officiating.
we are using throws out its process
membered morning, noon and night,
Mrs. Huckins was a member of the East
among the cells of memory for names,
and day by day the convict thought of
She was the
lAmoine Baptist church.
and. though this process is brought in
escape.
mother of thirteen children, of whom
connection with cells containing simiSeven long years passed by, and then
two
three
survive,
daughters—Mrs.
only
lar names, it is only after a more or
a day came that a guard relaxed his
N. D. King of this place, and Mrs. Ida
less prolonged search that it-hits on the
vigilance for a moment, and Jim Cas- Young, who lives in California, and one right one. It Is as if the telephone
sidy made his escape. Another convict son—Wellington, who lives in Sycamore, operator in the central of!i<c felt
would have tried to get a way as far 111.
around blindly for the connection wantand as fast as possible. Not so with
H.
March 14.
ed and only after putting the plug into
Cassidy. He had only twenty miles
various holes eventually struck the
to go to reach the prosecutor's house.
BLUEHLLL.
prof>er one.-Dr. Joseph Walsh in BookHe had kept track of his enemy
John son of Austin L. Parker, is ill lovers Magazine.
through visitors. He knew that he ocwith pneumonia.
cupied a house in the midst of grounds
The Blind Man'* Eara.
Mrs. Frank Davis has gone to Bangor for
Just outside the city, and over and
The degree to which the remaining
medical treatment.
•ver again he had planned how he
senses can be trained when the sight Is
would approach, how enter the house,
W. C. Conary has been re-elected superlost was illustrated the other morning
how surprise the man in his sleep and intendent of schools.
by two blind men from a home for
take bis life.
He made his journey
The James A. Garfield W. R. C. received the blind. The men came from opposite
across the country in a dogged sort of
two new members March 4.
directions, and us they approached each
way, and he would have killed any
other a man standing on the corner
Merrill P. Hinckley and Paris Snow
living thing obstructing his path for a
was surprised to hear one of the blind
for Chicago March 13.
moment.
He was a wronged man on started
What are you
men say: “Hello, Ed!
Forest Snow is confined to his house
his way to right himself.
doing out this morning?" When the
The escape was made in the early with an attack of German measles.
blind man was asked how he had
Charles Dunn and wife, of Orono, spent
morning. When evening fell the conknown the other with a distance of,
vict was at the end of his journey. Sunday with Judge and Mrs. E. E. Chase.
five yards between them he answered:
The grounds contained two acres and
to
Two new members were admitted
“By the sound of his cane, of course.
were full of trees and shrubbery.
He Mountain Rebekah lodge last Friday eve- I can tell at the distance of half a
easily found a hiding place and then ning.
square the tap of the cane of any man
waited.
There was no thought of
in the home.”—Philadelphia Record.
P. B. Day, wife and son Clarence, of
turning back. Years had gone by, and
visited friends in town rethe prosecutor was now an old man Ellsworth,
Grief and White Hair.
and no longer had to do with the law, cently.
The mustaches of Henry III. of NaAlvra Gray, of East Bluehiil, an academy
but that made no difference to Cassidy.
varre are reported to have become parLet him but secure his revenge and student who rooms at Mrs. Smith’s, is ill
tially white In n few hours after hearthe prison officials might pick him up with pneumonia.
ing of the concession of the edict of
the next hour. It was midnight before
The Y. P. S. C. E. held a social in the
Nemours.
The hair of an English
he moved. He had heard the growling Congregational vestry Thursday evening
banker, owing to reverses in business,
of thunder for the last half hour, but which was much enjoyed.
became gray in three days, according
had given it no heed. Now, ns he finalThe dramatic club will play “Down in
to the Encyclopedia Metropolitan. Acly rose up to approach the house, the Maine” Thursday evening in the town
cording to the same authority, a man
storm broke over his head.
hall, for the benefit of the reading-room about forty years old, who at his marIt did not delay him a moment. He at the
academy.
riage had a dark head of hair, ‘‘on his
went forward witli less caution for the
March 14.
return from his wedding trip had his
swish of the storm, and he had drophair turn so completely snow white,
The George Stevens debating society
ped under a tall pear tree within ten
even to his eyebrows, that his friends
Presifeet of the corner of the house when held |its ; meeting fMarch 10.
almost doubted his identity.”
The quesconducted.
a bolt of fire suddenly shot across the
dent Hamilton
•lack heavens. He saw it. and the heat tion, Resolved, That Foreigners should
Slings of Animal* Are Similar.
was
wared his eyeballs.
He beard the be checked from this country,
In the examination of the poisonous
crash, and he wondered if the heavens ably discussed by W. T. Hinckley, Ken- j
machinery of insects and reptiles it is
and the earth had come together. Then nethOsgood, affirmative;* Philip Tapley
apparent that the destructive principle
The vote
he neither saw nor heard anything and Fred Green negative.
is the same in all and that the fang in
was
debate
the
merits of
more. It was as if he had never lived.
on
the
all possesses a hollow through which
“Bless me, but lie was an escaped in favor of the affirmative by two votes.
the poison flows into the wound the
convict and was hit by the bolt that A hot discussion followed, which ended in
moment the Incision is
made.
The
shook the house saT said the old prose, favor of the negative.
sting of the scorpion is precisely like !
cutor as he walked out next morning
the fang of the rattlesnake and per- j
and almost stumbled over the body
The merchant who does not ad vertise in
forms its deadly work on the same me- \
a dull season makes it more profitable for
t »tr
M. QFAH.
ciiauical principles.
those who do advertise.

honest medi-

cine, competent

MILLER, CHEMIST.

SO SAYS PROF. L. J.

schooner John Whitney.

an

1 have rec/a*
Joseph Ridgeway.
ommended it to
a nuhibcr of my
friends and always feel that I do
them*
service for I know how satisfactory
tbs
results invariably are.
I only wwh
every family had a bottle— it would nav»
much sickness and doctor
bills.”—Joseph
II. Ridgeway.

4

Frrl Hr(t«r Thun fop Five Yenra.*
Mr. James B. Taylor, Robert*, ind
writes:
“I am at the present time
entirely
well. I can eat anything I ever could.
I took five bottles of Perana, and
better now than I have for five wars.
I have doctored with other doe tors off
and on for fifteen yearn, so l ran recommend your medicine very highly for
stomach troubles. I lake great pleasure
in thanking you for your free advice
and Peruna.,,—Jantes B. Taylor.
"

Enjoy inj Meal*

441

a*

I furtl

to."

Mr. J. W. Pritchard, Wolf leak-.
writes:

In<L,

441 am pleased to say that I ha\» l^en
cured of catarrh of the stomas !i by l*eI could hardly eat anything that
runa.
agreed with me. Before I would p>t
half through my meal my stomach
would fill with gas causing mo much
distress and unpleasant feelings f,>r aa
hour or two after each nn .l.
But,
thanks to your Peruna, I am n<*w .v.mand
can
eat
cured,
plctoly
anything I
want to without any of the
distrc-.dqg
I can now enjoy my
I used to do, and It is nil du«* f
II art mail and his wonderful nc .i
Peruna.

symptoms.
as

j*
>

l»r.
ne,

“It has h<H*n

on»* year sine.* I «aj
all O. K. yet, so 1 know
cured.”—J. W. Pritchard.

cured, and
I

am

l

ant

is a very common phi-oof
catarrh. A remedy that will
cure catarrh of ono legation will
ureit
anywhere. Peruna cures catarrh w her*
ever located.
That it is a prompt sad
Prof. L. J. Miller, late Professor c? Chemistry and Botany of the High School permanent cure for catarrh of Um
stomach the a hove letters testify.
of Ypsilanti, Mich., writes from 3&J7 N. ('lark Street, Chicago, III., ;„s follows:
“As several of my friends have spoken to me of the favorable result* obtained
If you do not derive prompt and *aUs>
through thh use of Pi runa. especially ip cases of aiarrh, I examined it most factory results from the use of I’cruua,
write at once to I>r. Hartman, giving a
thoroughly to learn its contents.
“I f uiu : it composed of extracts of herbs and harks of most valuable medicinal full statement of your case and !><■ will
qualities combined \% i.h other ingredients, delicately Iml&oced, calculated to tone be pleased to give you his vaJuaK.* advice gratia.
n;> the system, restore the functions and procure lx'alth.
“/ cc sht'r Peraita one of the most skillfully and scientifically prepared
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
L. J. I’hc Hartman Sanitarium, Oo*..muu*
medicines, which the public cm use with scfetj unu success.

Dyspepsia

summer

V"

Ohio,
TOWN

MEETINGS.

Elected and Appropriations
Voted in Hancock (’minty Towns.

|1,500; poor, fJOO; Memorial Day, f25
Slate roada, f400; other purposes, $3,850.

Officers

HANCOCK,
Moderator, O W Foss; selectmen and
assessors, Charles H
Wooster, Geo L
Stewart, John R Stratton; clerk, H C
Crabtree; treasurer, A B Crabtree; collector, W P Clark; school committee-, A B
Crabtree, R W Hodgkins, Geo L Stewart;
road commissioner, J N Stratton, Jesse A
Brown; constables, W P Clark, J E Bowden, C B Young.
Appropriations—Schools, common, $800;
high |school, $875; school property and
supplies, $300; text-books, $100; tuition of
scholars, $125; town charges, $200; roads
and bridges, $1,200; State road, $100; Hancock Point roads, $150; blasting on highways, $100; Memorial Day, $25.

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Moderator,

1**8 lie

and assessors, Leslie
Stanley, Charles S

R Hunker; selectmen
R Bunker, Frank E
Spurling; clerk and

treasurer, George W Bulger; collector, Edward J Stanley; school committee, Edward
J Stanley; superintendent of schools, to be

appointed; road commissioners, George \\
Spurling, Frank W Bunker, Lewis VV
Rice; town agent, William E Hadlock;
constables, to be appointed.
Appropriations For schools, fBGO; roads,
fl75; poor, flOO; other purposes, fl ,55ft.

Harrington, Geo T Childs,

Appropriationa^-Schools,

j

(jt80;

w as

primed

last

week.]

Appropriations-Schools, fl,500; repairs
on

fl,300;

B

roads, I

A Queer Fish.
mu&t
The strangest of all strati '• :
-ng.
jure*/ he the manatee and tin*
1
led
The latter la the mermaid «*i
lore. The dugong live In flnl.> along
the shores of the Indian ocean, the Ked
Mere
sea and the gulf of Mannar.
they browse on seaweed ami river vegin
etation. Thty are very affecti
disposition. and especially is this shuwn
In the love of the mother for her offspring. which Is much stronger than
Neithe instinct of self preservation
ther will the male leave the female If

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
TList of officers

schoolhouses, $200; poor and insane,
highways, |80U; breaking snow,
|50; text-books, fl50; town charges, f1,000;
TREMONT.
for use of hydranta, f375; fire hose-cart
Moderator, L W Rumill; selectmen and and safe,
f350; tuition, |175; sidewalks,
assessors, Wm W A Heath, B B Reed, Her|200; GAR, fl6; public library, $25; to
bert L Sawyer; clerk, Herbert L Sawyer;
pay town debt, fl,400; total, f7,540.
treasurer, Herbert P Richardson; school
VERONA.
committee, Wm W A Heath, Willis WatModerator, C. N. Curtis; selectmen and
son, B B Reed; road commissioner, J H
Rumill; superintendent of schools, Eben assessors, L'D Bridges, I B Ulmer, Geo H
B Clark; tax collector, H T Webster.
I>elano; clerk, Peter Abbott; treasurer,
Appropriations —Schools, $1,500; .roads RW Delano; collector,. R A Whitmore;
and bridges, $800; repairs of school houses, school committee, Ralph Hopkins; con$150; poor and insane, $1,200; tow'n stable, Zebby Heath.
Appropriations-Schools about
charges, $1,000; sidewalks, $250; other
$300;
roads, |150; town expenses, $250; moving
purposes, $1,760.
on school
snow, flOO;
repairs
property,
LONG ISLAND PLANTATION.
fH5; repairs on bridges, flOO; text-books,
Moderator, Frank E Gilman; selectmen f40; support of insane, |75.
and assessors, Frank W Ross, Frank E
DEDHAM.
Gilman, Eugene C. Van Norden; flerk and
Moderator, Ernest W Burnll; select men
treasurer, Wm A Van Norden; collector, and
assessors, Hadley P Burrill, Arno G
Hiram A Lunt; school committee, Hiram :
Hooper, Alfred Condon; clerk, Hadley P
A Lunt, Wm M Teel, Frank W Hoss;
I Burrill; treasurer and collector, Daniel 8
superintendent of schools, Eugene C Van
Burrill; school committee, John F CowNorden; road commissioner, H W Lunt,
ing; road commissioner, Sanford
P
jr; constables, C L Wallace, Leman Davis.
Webber; constables, George P Goodwin,
Appropriations—Schools, |300; roads, Arno G
Hooper.
$50; text-books, $25; sundries, (70.
Appropriations—Schools, {350; poor and
town charges, (TOO; roads,
SWAN’S ISLAND.
(500; snow,
Moderator, George A Sprague; clerk, L £M0; repairs of schoolhouses and appliB Joyce;
and
overances,
(150; text-books, {30; Memorial
selectmen, assessors
Day, (30; State road, (100; high school
seers of poor, Oliver Bow ley, E F Bridges,
tuition,
Wm P Herrick; treasurer, I W Stinson;
(30; discounts, (50.
road commissioner, Fred Turner; constaISLE AU HALT.
bles, Alpha gE Stewart, Alfred E Orcutt,
Moderator, 8 W Bridges; selectmen and
Clarence) L Smith; collector, Alpha E assessors, Walter E
Prescott, A F Barton
Stewart.
Albert Kich; clerk, John K
Collins;
Appropriations—Rebate on taxes, (200; treasurer, 8 E Rich;
collector, Edwin
support of schools, (800; town expenses, Rich; school
committee, Edwin Rich, W
fl,000; roads and bridges, (550; repairs on E Prescott, J K Collins;
superintendent
schoolhouses, $50; text-books, (126; sup- of schools, Tyler M
Coombs; road complies, appliances, &e, (40; town debt, $240; missioner, C D Turner;
constables, George
schoolhouse lot, (80. Total, (3,085.
I Hopkins, Allert Coombs, J LChapin.
WINTER HARBOR.
Appropriations— Schools, (525; poor,
Moderator, C C Baker; selectmen and (200; roads, (500; other purposes, (025.
ORLAN’D.
assessors, James M Gerrish, J J Roberts,
H G Smallidge; clerk, J M Gerrish; treasModerator, John Ames; selectmen and
urer, J C Smallidge; collector, I B Foss; ! assessors, E O Sugden, J E
Gross, G A
school committee, B E Tracy; road com- White; clerk, EO
Sugden; treasurer, J M
missioner, E C Hammond; constables, H Bray; school committee, A 1, Saunders, F
E

win Gray, C E Gray, A 1 Gro»>. IHiniel
O Hearn.
Appropriations-State road, $UOo: highways, fl,U)0; schools, fl,200; poor, f 1,400;
contingent, f1,000; school-books, flW; interest on town debt, $800; removing -now,
foOO; bridges and sidewalks, flOO; t uition
of scholar.-, flOO; repairs of school building, flOO; Memorial Day, |35; payn >t on
town debt, fl,000; other purposes, *3=

Patten, F P Hutchings; town agent,'A
LSaunders; constables, I RSaunders, Ed;

she he attacked, and Instances are on
record whet* the companions of the
vie an
manatee gathered round and
effort to withdraw the deadly harpoon.
It Is supposed that the rude approach
to the human outline observe! in th**

|

shape of the head of the tlugom:. the
attitude of the mother In clasping l;f*r
young to her breast with one flipper
while swimming with the otln*. holding both above water, and suddenly
diving and showing her flsldiUo ,flil
l0T'
when a la rn oil, gave rise t • t’
maid myth, first told by the An;
men.
Jules Verne gives a tlr’•
description of the capture of a diig°flf
,'4*’
in the Red sea, when Its flesh vsired as food. Naturalists tell ns that
’ithe flesh of the manatee and t!<
gong much resembles well fatted potk
of pleasant flavor, and is highly &
teemed as food. For this reason they
were much hunted and
are fast heeoming extinct—Field and Stream
at'ucrrununia.

As

Necessary as Tea
for the Family

Dear Sirs:—
1 have used your very valuable Bitters for about flirty years, and
,1'“‘j4
1 live as much longer I should still use
them, for they are as necessary to haw
in the house as tea is for the table- 1
should not know how to get along

without them.
I

very truly yours,
MRS. F. C..TRUE,
Readfield, Me.
May 25, 1903.
A
family remedy of established
merit. You may profit by the csp<r
r‘
ence of others.
Always keep 1
am

Atwood's Bitters in the house.

1

j

